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NOTICE.
rrilier informs his friends and
l»lic, that he lias returned h
>ort village, where he hastesin ess of
MAKING &. PALVTIM
nppy to receive the patronage
customers and others.
is this opportunity to tender 6
his sincere thanks, for their
kindness toward him,—tbrougk
i been enabled to re-estaH
iness under favorable circa»
SAMUEL LEWIS.
-port, March 13,1839.

istratrix’ Notice;
riber having been appoint»
m atrix of the estate of
IIA CI1ADBOURNE,
bunk, deceased, hereby reions having demands against
»resent them to Capt. Thojus
»ent, and all persons indebted
re requested to make ii*
to him.
_
SUSAN CHADBOURNE.
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NOTICE.

, fc

iber having contracted«
of Kennebunk, to support
town for one year, W
it he has made suitable^
and hereby forbids all pel"
or trusting any of the Pauper
his account or on account»
5 wiH pay no bill forjelf
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
Hay 1, 1838.
If

her having contracted J
□f Wells, to support Mrs?«
nan per of said town for
es notice, that he has m
n for her, and hereby forW
»ring or trusting her, or J
fsaidtownon his
the town, as he will P f
P0H’RUFUS HATCH,k

9, 1839.
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tins Wantedor CALF S™SriS
RALPH CURT^'
arch 22, 1839.______
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No. 51.

ON PLOUGHING.
A Hoosier Story.—Stranger—-I expect
MAIL ARTICLES.
Massachusetts.—The following reso
The eason now approaches when we you are about the tallest kind of a coon
lutions
have been reported to the Legisla
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY M0RN1MG, BY
must begin to think of ploughing.
We there is in this diggins. Your little BuffaA letter from a respectable source in the
J AMES K. SEM5C1I.
hope our brother farmers have not all been lonian walks straight into things, like a interior of the State attributes the recent e- ture of Massachusetts, by a Special Com
OMceon the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House. so much troubled as we have been to find
vents upon the Frontier to the encourage mittee
squash vine into a potatoe patch.
terms oy T«H gazette and palladium.
a cast-iron plough that would do the whole
I come down the other day in this steam ment received from the manner in which
Resolved^ That the present state of af
Two dollars per aunuio, if paid within the year.— work of cottingand turning the sod without
Gov. Kent’s services have been treated.
boat Cleaveland.
fairs in relation to the North Eastern Boun
Interest will be charged on ail subscriptions which
This a“ If,” says the writer, 44 the present ad dary, as communicated to the Executive of
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No the aid of the foot of a wrestler.
Perhaps you don’t know where I come
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub musement of wrestling is now out of date from.—Give us your fist now, and I’ll tell ministration presses had treated Gov. Kent
this Commonwealth by the Governor ofthe
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
The publisher does not hold himself respousiblo for and the youn^ may not take our meaning you all about it. When I’m home, I stop with any sort of fairness, in his patriotic ef State of Maine, furnishes a strong reason
anv error in any advertitscmaQi beyoud the amount —but in ancient times the best wrestler in the Chuckahoke diggins, in the State of; forts to preserve our rights, and maintain for again asserting our rights, and for reaf
charged for its insertion.
was selected to hold the plough because he Indiana. We raised an almighty crop of the honor of the State, would the people in
firming the positions heretofore assumed by
could actively handle his feet to aid the wheat this year, I reckon nigh upon four the Provinces have dared thus wantonly to
the
Legislature of this State against the un
MISCELLANEOUS
imperfect machinery bearing that appella thousand bushels, and a sprinkling of corn, trespass upon our soil ?” The constant op
warrantable claims of Great Britain, and in
tion.
oats, potatoes and garden lass. You could position that was kept up to Gov. Kent’s favor of strong and vigorous measures by
(From the N. Y. Gasctta.J
Notv we have grown lazier or wiser, and hear the arth groan all around our settle measures, depreciating and disparaging all
The story of the Old Clock hag excited
the government of the United States for a
the mirth of the community to such an ex are desirous of throwing all the’ hard work ment, the crops were so heavy, and that’s his doings on this behalf—even turning his speedy adjustment ofthe existing difficulties,
on to our hired men or our machines, that what give rise to the stories about the proceedings into ridicule and trying to bring in such a manner as shall protect Massachu
tent, that any light which can be thrown
upon ¡^'history must be received with avid tve may not become too tired at noon or at earthquakes, to hear corn gmw as it did, them into contempt,—-baffling, as far as they setts and Maineüin the possossion^f the large
night to read our long expected Cultivator. I and as to' the potatoes, I’if be skinned could, all his purposes in regard to execut
ity.
The accompanying sketch contain tract of territory gua an»eedw them by the
Ploughs for our plain lands require more alive it ever I saw any thing like it.
Why ing the Resolves, and keeping back his com treaty of peace of 1,783.
what may be considered an approximation
length ofbody than our cast iron ploughs any one of them warm nights you just go munications from the public,—are pointed
Resolved, That the active measures au
to the leading idea of the very ingenious
possess ; and we believe one reason for into a little patch of fifty acres, close to the out as among the causes which have led the thorised by a resolve of the Legislature of
trick practised upon our host of the Third
making
them so short was a fear that long house, and hold your ear down, and you people of New Brunswick to conceive that the State of Maine passed January 24,1839,
Avenue.
cast-iron mould boards, or rather moulders, could hear the young potatoes quarreling, they might venture upon the outrage and for the»prevention of depredations upon the
The literary world has thus an additional
would be too liable to be broken ; but since and the old ones swearing at them, be thus to trample on our rights and territory lands of Massachusetts and Maine, were re
proof of the wonderful coincidence which
they are made of better metal than former cause they did’nt lay along and stop crowd with impunity. And this idea has no doubt quired by the exigencies of the case, and a
is sometimes discovered in the productions
ly, there is little risk of breaking a long ing. Why, one day one of our squash been countenanced by the suggestion that wise regard for the preservation of their in
of writers of different countries and epochs.
moulder with careful usage.
vines chased a drove of hogs better than has been spread abroad, that the State had terests in those lands, and were similar in
The tale of Wattle Dron I discovered in
Our lands that were in corn or potatoes a half a mile, and they ran and squealed as condemned the course of Gov. Kent on this character to measures adopted by the land
an old scrap-book where it is inserted in last year will this spring be laid to grass,
One little subject, by the result of the late elections.
agents of Massachusetts and Maine in Oc
the shape ofa newspaper slip, and has been for we need not in tolerably plain land if the old boy was after them.
u If that result had been different,” con tober last, and recognised and approved,
pig stubbed his toe and fell down, and was
in the possession of ita present owner for
plant more than one year before seeding never seen afterwards.—Buffalonian.
tinues the writer, l( would there have been through their agent, by the government of
years. The orignality of the contributor
down with broad-cast grain, not choosing to
an army of trespassers on our sod—and the Province of New Brunswick.
to the Sunday Morning News must be now
disturb the buried sod.
That is wanted
No.
During a recent debate in the Illinois our Land Agent taken prisoner ?
Resolved) That the claim by Great Bri
considered as established most distinctly,
The disposition to trespass on our territory tain to the exclusive jurisdiction ofthe whola
at bottom to keep the land light.
Legislature
a
member
named
Happy
ac

and the frequenters of our Theatres should
Now how many times must we plough cused another named Baker, of an attempt would have been rebuked.
There would of the disputed territory, as recently assert
redouble their industry at the new found
to prepare our lands for spring grain and to 4 soft soap’ unsuspecting members, and have been no need of a Confidential Mes ed by the Lt. Governor of New Brunswick,
merits of this excellent joke.
However,
grass seed ? Shall we turn under all the said that he had an utter contempt for 1 soft sage and a Secret Session I Effectual meas and his avowal of a determination to sustain
here she goes.
B.
cornstalks, the sosrel^ the grass, and the soap?
Mr. Baker, in reply, said—11 The ures would have been taken, on such an oc that claim by a military force, and his deni
THE BARBER OF DUNSE.
weeds that lie on the surface j then by a gentleman expresses contempt for 4 soft casion with seçrecy and despatch, and suffi al of the right of the State of Maine to pro
A gentleman possessing an uncommon second, or cross ploughing, turn all this soap.’ I believe him sincere—if the mem cient means employed to put an end to the tect from the lawless depredations of tres
share of wit and humor, had occasion to matter up again for fear it might rot and bers of this House will inspect his counte work at once. In saying this I give utter passers, the lands which have long been in
lodge, for the night, in company with some turn to manure ?—This is what we all nance closely, I dare say they will there ance to nothing but my own honest senti the possession of Massachusetts and Maine,
friends, at the inn ofa town which for cer formerly practised, but can any one justify find conclusive evidence that he feels the ments.”
call loudly for the immediate interference of
tain reasons we shall denominate Dunse. the practice ?
These are the opinions of a plain, warm the Federal Government, and that the cri
greatest contempt for all sorts of soap.”
Requiring the services ofa barber, he was
hearted and honest man, anxious for the sis has now arrived when the honor of the
We must not take the plough to the field
recommended
to Walter Dron, who in spring till the ground is so dry as not
The Ktn^s Arms.—A. country fellow left welfare and honor of the State, and acknowl nation demands the adoption of decisive
was represented as not only skilled in that to be made into bricks, yet we wish to his village one summer, and went to Wind edging the indignation he feels at the course measures for the protection of her citizens,
profession, but excellent at cracking a joke begin as soon as it is fit, for the sooner we sor, for the loyal purpose of beholding his pursued by the presses adverse to the ad and for the preservation of the rights and
or telling a story. This functionary being harrow in our spring grain on suitable land late majesty. On his return home he was ministration t>f Gov. Kent, and “ systemati interests of two of the members of our con
forthwith introduced, made such a display of the better. Now we may begin to harrow asked by his neighbor if the sight had cally suppressing from the public all facts federacy.
his oral and manual dexterity, as to leave our ground a day or two sooner than we answered his expectations.
Resolved, That this Commonwealth will
* Loch !’ said in their power concerning his course in ref
on the mind, as well as the body of his cus can begin to plough it. The harrow opens the. clod-hopper,41 was never so disappoint erence to the boundary business.”
co-operate with lhe Stale of Maine in all the
We must say there is too much founda constitutional measures for the preservation
tomer, a very favorable impression, and the ground, lets in the air and fils the soil ed in all my life • why do you know now,
induced the latter to invite him to sit down for the plough.
that his arms were for all the world like the tion for these complaints ; and we must al oí the interests of both States in the lands
to a friendly glass. The circulation of the
Take the harrow, then, if you are impa- arms
'
of any of us common men ; and I wish the same time do the writer the justice to in the disputed territory, and for the speedy
bottle tended to show off the barber in his tient to begin spring work, level down hills l a u 'e
hiid’nt heard a thousand times give his concluding remarks. They are in adjustment of the existing controversy.
happiest mood, and the facetious gentleman if you made any last year, with this or with that the arms of the king were a lion and unison with our own as well as the feelings
Resolved, That His Excellency the Gov
of all our correspondents. He says : “ Our ernor be requested to transmit a copy of
amid the general hilarity thus addressed ^our cultivator, and then plough but once a1 unicorn ’
State is now in trouble, we should forget all these resolutions to the Executive ofthe Uhim : 4 Now Walter, I engage to give you a though you may take as fine a furrow as
guinea on the following terms : that you you please.
Bury the stalks, the weeds
A Probability.—A gay young spark of former matters of the kind, and unite heart nited States, of Maine, and to each of our
leap backward and forward over your and all the rubbish underneath, and there a deistieal turn, travelling in a stage coach, and hand against a common enemy under Senators and Representatives in Congress.
chair, for the space of half an hour—leis let it lie till it becomes manure.
It is all forced his sentiments upon the company, the patriotic motto 4 Qur country against the
The above resolutions were taken up, on
urely yet regularly—crying out at every leap, wanted below, but none ofit above.
As a by
1 attempting to ridicule the Scriptures—, world.’ ”—Portland Jld
Saturday,
2d ult., in the Senate, and after
4 here goes I Walter Dron, barber of Dunse
general rule no land should be ploughed <and among other topics, made himself mer
orth-Eastern Boundary .—The fol- a full discussion, were passed—the first ubut should you utter any thing else in the twice in the same month.
Very rough ry
1 with the story of David and Goliah :
lime specified, you forfeit the reward.’
land must be treated differently.
It must istrongly urged the impossibility of a youth lowing extract from the Eclectic Review, nanimously,—the second and third, by a
Walter, though no doubt surprised at the be cross ploughed to take advantage of the like David, being able to throw a stone published in London, February 1st, 1839, vote of 18 to 11, the fourth and fifth, 28 to
absurdity of the proposal, yet considering stones and the fixed stumps. But it is ve with sufficient force to sink into a giant’s shows that there is no universally estab I.—In the House they were adopted, 193
how easily he could earn the guinea, and ry absurd, in plain fields, after we have forehead. On this he appealed to the com lished opinion in England, in favor either
to 94._____________
_,
the improbability that such an opportunity hid the soil right side up, to disturb it again pany, and in particular to a grave gentle of the validity of the British claim, or of the
great value of the territory claimed,
claimed.
x 1
would ever again present itself, agreed to before we take a crop.
man, of the denomination called Quakers,
The Boundary Negottatzoni-^rh^^cl^
il The northeastern boundary line has
the stipulations. The watch was set, and
No unrotted manures should be used for who sat silent in one corner of the carriage :
mond Enquirer states on the authority of a
been
a
subject
of
national
controversy,
the barber, having stripped off his coat, spring grain. Old and rotten manure, in —4 Indeed, friend,’ replied he, 4 I do not
gentleman from England, that the British
leaning with one hand on the back of his proper quantity, will do no harm, for it think it all improbable, if the Philistine’s ever since the treaty of Ghent in 1814. Ministers have caused to be printed at the
From
the
period
of
the
definitive
treaty
of
r
'
‘
‘
chair, commenced leaping over the seat, works immediately, brings your grain for- head was as soft as thine.”
years' be Queen’s press in London, to be laid before
peace in the year 1783, thirty years
uniformly repeating in an exulting tone, the ' ard early, and it often ripens before the
fore,
a
question
on
that
topic
had
never ari Parliament, the documents which relate to
words prescribed. After matters had gone sultry weather comes on ; or it is so far
41 meant to have tould you of that hole,’
sen.
en.
Nor
would
any
disputed
claim
have the boundary question. They were print
on thus smoothly for about five minutes, spent before that time it does no injury. said an Irishman to his friend, who was
a ppeared to this day, had it not been as ed in volumes A and B, the latter contain
the gentleman rang the bell, and thus ac W hereas green manure begins to operate walking with him in his garden, and stumb
C-WB
VV M * v»i
u A A»
tu
certained during »iAW
the war
of X1812
to lOiJj
1815, ing the correspondence between Mr, Stev
costed the waiter: What is the reason, sir, at the very time when there is most dan led into a pit full of water.
4 No matter,’
that
no
land
communication
between
Que enson and Lord Palmerston. These latter
Queyou insult me by sending a mad fellow like ger from the rapid growth of the grain — said Pat, blowing the mud and water out of
bec
and
Halifax
existed,
except
through
the the informant of the Enquirer had read, and
that, instead of a proper barber, as you that is in July—and if it is very hot and his mouth, 4 I’ve found it.’
he was charmed with the spirit and ability
northern
part
of
the
State
of
Maine,
unless
pretended he was ?
Barber, (leaping) sultry—-such weather as Indian corn de
displayed in the letters of Mr. Stevenson,
by
a
route
so
circuitous
that
it
is
equivalent
—e Here goes I, Walter Dron, barber of lights in—the grain grows so rapidly as to
4 What heading shall J put to this ac
Although a Whig, he was so much struck
Dunse? Waiter—Oh, sir, I don’t know burst the stalk open and let out its juices. count of a man cutting off his toe with to a non-intercourse. A claim, therefore, with the manner in which Mr. S. bad treat
was commenced, for all that portion of the
what is the matter; I never saw him in this —They flow down the outside of the stalk an axe ?’
asked, a young paragraph country which thus formed a- barrier to a ed the question that he thought it impossi
state before. Mr. Dron, Mr. Dron, what and form what we call rust upon it.
paster of his superior, in a certain newspa nearly direct route between Canada and ble but that every citizen of the United
do you mean P Barber—4 Here goes I,
In confirmation of this doctrine we un peroffice. 4 What heading, sir, why mel
States must be pleased with the matter and
New Brunswick.
Walter,’—Waiter—4 Bless me, Mr. Dron, derstand that ibis rust does not make its ancholy uxe-ident, to be sure.’
44 Two facts in this connection are re the manner of the correspondence.
recollect these are gentlemen, haw can you appearance in England.—That is a colder
The Enquirer appears to give credit to
markable. The whole contested territory
make such a fool of yourself ?’ Barber— climate, and grain is much longer in com
4 Marm, mayn’t I go and play horse to
the
assertion published some time since by
at present is not worth a good farm near
4 Here goes 1’—Landlord, entering in haste, ing to perfection than in our country. day ?
4 No, child, you must stay in the London or Boston,—and the treaty which the London Bankers’ Circular, that the Brit
What the devil sir, is all this? The fel Hence also we raise belter English grain house.
‘ Now look here, marm, if you defines the boundary is just as evident as ish Government have determined to send
low is mad. How dare you insult gentle in cool summers than in warm ones, and don t let me, I’ll go and catch the measels—
water flowing in its natural course.
A out Commissioners, invested with full pow
men in my house, by such conduct ?
Bar few summers yield, at the same lime, I know a big boy that’s got ’em prime I
more easily decided question can scarcely ers to make an exchange of land, &c.
ber—1 Here goes I Walter Dron? Land our greatest crops of corn and of English
If all this has been done in a negotiation
be proposed, because the current of water
lord—41 say Bob, run for his wife, for this grain.
A poor woman went to an eccentric is both visible and tangible.”
on this subject, how happens it that the Pres
can’t be put up with. Gentlemen, the man
Though we much prefer seeding down surgeon, to ask what was the proper treat
Now it is therefore cheering, that the ident bad no inform^ion to communicate to
is evidently deranged, and I hope you to grass in September, yet lands planted ment for som.^ wound—4 Put on a cata
British periodicals coalesce with the judg Congress in relation to it F We doubt if awill not let my house be injured by this last year and prepared for spring grain plasm,’was the answer.—4
doctor it is ment and feelings of American citizens on ny actual progress has been made towards
business?
4 Here goes’—Wife, pushing this spring may better be sown with grass lor a little child.’ ‘ Then pm on a kitten
this topic, and strenuously urge the mainte-, an adjustment.—Boston Daily Advertiser.
in--4 Oh 1 Walter, what’s this that’s come seed also in spring. If we delay this till plasm.’
— -..
- , , |imiqMibbmMI
nance of concord.
ower ye ?
Do you not ken yer ain fall and plough in the stubble of the grain,
wife?’ Barber—4 Here goes I’------ 4 Wife, the seed is not sure to vegetate from the
No man between the ages of sixteen and
by the name of John Bell of Woonsocket^
The county courts of Kentucky, it is
weeping—4 Ob Walter, Walter, if he care want of moisture in the furrow, and we lose forty-five can safely carry his fists in Bos
R. I. was frozen to death, Sabbath morning
well
knotvn,
are
authorized
to
establish
the
<ia for me, mind your bairns at home and our labor and our next summer’s crop. ton, on account of a city ordinance against
lhe 20th Feb.
He was on his way home,
rates of charge at taverns for meals, li
come away with me?
Barber—‘ Here If the soil is dry and inclining to Sand, a concealed weapons,
having been to the seller of death and ob
quor,
&c.
We
learn,
that
under
this
au

goes I, Wat—’ The afflicted wife now few bushels uf ashes spread on an acre after
tained the poison which ended his life. He
thority, the county courts of Lewis, during
clasped her husband round the neck, and the grain is up, or before, will often prevent
The last case of absence of mind is that
had been a respectable man in former days
hung on him so effectually as to resist his thesummer killing ol the grass among the ofa grocer, who in emptying some liquor the last summer, broke up within that and has left a wife and nine children desti
county
those
pests
of
society,
called
44
grogfurther progress. Much did poor Walter grain, and will prove beneficial to the from one barrel to another, clapped the
tute of support. Truly Rum-sellers do not
eries.” The court prohibited, under heavy
struggle to shake off Im loving but unwel whole crop.
tunnel into his mouth and did not discover penalties, the sale df liquor by any such es labor in vain.—N. H. Baptist Register.
come spouse, but it was now 4 no go’—his
his mistake until he found himself running tablishment at a higher rate than a cent a
galloping was at an end ; 4 confound you
Important Decision.—Chief Justice Par over.
A small frame building occupied by a Mr.
gill.
All the drunkeries were of course
for an idiot! he bitterly exclaimed,
1 ker of New Hampshire, has decided that pay
obliged to close their doors forthwith, and Murray as a Grocery store, in New York
never could win a guinea so easily in tr.y ment of any kind made in the bills of a bank
There is a man in New Orleans so thin
was completely destroyed by fire on Tues
life? It is only necessary to add, that the after it has failed, though the fact of such that he gets his board for nothing—his the country was thus relieved from one of day last, and the wife of Mr. M. a woman
the
greatest
of
curses.
”
—
Louisville
Jour.
explanation which immediately ensued, was failure was unknown to the parties at the landlady not knowing that he boards with
of about 30 years of age, perished in the
much more satisfactory to mine host than time of payment, is not valid—the receiver her.
And another in Mississippi, who
Truth no Libel.—In a libel case tried on flames. It’appears that she escaped from
the barber’s better half, and that the gen not having received what he agreed to take is so tall that he does not pay a poll tax— Monday last, before the New York Court the building, but went back to save some
tleman restored Walter to his usual good •—money.
his head being considered out of the coun of Criminal Sessions, George W. vs. Cra little property, when it is supposed she was
humor, by generously rewarding his exer
try.
gin, editor of the Moral Reform Advocate, suffocated by the smoke. Her husband at
A man in England recently stood three
tions with the well earned guinea.
who had made some remarks impeaching tempted to rescue her, but was driven back
successive
hours
on
one
leg,
without
either
The New Orleans Times says—We saw the moral character of the former—the by the bursting out of the flames.
Scotch paper.
resting it on the ground, or reclining against a boquet, a few days since, about as large
truth being allowed to be given in evidence,
India rubber is an excellent substitute for the other leg. By doing it he won a wager
as a small dog’s idea of his mother, sold a verdict of not guilty was rendered for the
’0 constructing valves for pumps.
Clover seed was lately selling in Ken«
of five pounds.
for five dollars,
defendant.
lucky at $25 per bushel.
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SATURDAY, APRIL 13, .1839.

Resignation of Mr. Biddle. —Mr. Biddle,
Lake Erie and the British.—Wo learn
,_
on Thursday, last week, resigned the Presi from the Michigan papers that the British
IB
IB
UP
JT&
Ye*
dency of the U. S. Bank of Pennsylvania. are making active preparations for the de- LZ._______________
ft
Later from France.—By the packet ship
Tallahassee, March 20.
He resigns, not from any difficulty, but from fence of their border territory on the Lakes,'
Francois I, Captain Thompson, from Havre,
SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 1839.
Florida.—We stop the press to tell another a wish to relieve himself from care and la in case of invasion. The Detroit Adverliwe have received Paris and Havre papers of tale of Indian fighting, blood and murder. bor.
ser says, that Foil Malden has been greatly ;
Conn ectic ut Electi o-^.—FulTTetur^
the 28th Feb. which is one day later (Iran our We shall be brief, for we are sick at heart
'fhe Board then elected Mr. Thomas strengthened, and it is further stated, that
previous accounts. The following are the upon even an approach to this subject.
of the votes for Governor, at the late election
Dunlap,
who
resigned
the
office
of
Cashier,
negotiations are making for the purchase of
only items of additional intelligence they con
On Monday, while Capt. Rowell’s compa a Director in the place of Mr. Biddle, and the steamboats Illinois and Champlain.1 in Connecticut, show the following results
tain :
ny were scouting, tthey
‘
fell
in
with
an
old
then
unanimously
elected
Mr.
Dunlap
PresiEllsworth (whig)26,248 ; Niles (V. B.) 33
There are now stationed at Malden, „bout
al
“ It is stated at the office of the Minister of
negro man, who told them he had just seen dent of the United States Bank.
600 regular troops, and about 500 militia. 706; Phelps (Conservative) 1024. Eji’*
War,” says the Nouvelliste, that the Dukes of Indians, and directed the soldiers where they !
.
i.
The following is Mr. Biddle’s Letter to There are also two companies of regu- ; worth’s majority over Niles 2542./*
Orleans and Nemours will leave Parison Fri
- lars at Sandwich.
I WT-i...
.
’J 0Ver
day, Feb. 29ih, to review the army of obser might find them. The scouts charged on,; the
Board of Directors :—
and soon came in sight of two Indians, who
Our readers will remember something of Niles and Phelps, 1418. Six whig members
vation in the north ; and that, immediately
were quietly seated upon a fence, and who 1 ‘ Gentlemen—I execute a purpose which, the action of Congress when an appropria of Congress are elected, by majorities ran«,
afterwards,, the army will be dissolved, each
to as y°u a,.e awaie, 1 have long meditated, and
corps returning to the quarters, which it oc beckoned the whites in a friendly manner L. which 1 intimated to the stockholders at their tion of $100,000 was proposed for the de ing from 134 to 640.—Thirteen whigs
approach, which the latter did fearlessly, and
cupied before moving to the Belgian fron
mv a ^r.st
under the new charier :—that fence of this Slate.—It was defeated and vo seven Van Buren men are elected State
upon nearing the fence, were fired on■1 by
ted down partly by a direct vole and partly
tier.”
ncealed
°J
relu
‘
n
n
from
the direction of the Bank. by an intrigue between Benton, Chairman Senators—in one district the result is not
large party of Indians, who were cut_____
The Messager states that the recent execu
I
It
is
now
more
than
twenty
years
since
1
euin the hammock, supposed to number from
tions of the Carlist officers at Estella were 60
j tered the service. They have been years of ot the Military Committee, and Wright, yet ascertained. The Hartford Courantpul).
to 70.
Chairman of t-lie Committee of Finance,
preceded by a, proclamation, dated on the
Two of Capt. R.’s company were killed on intense labor, and they have earned for me a i'his vote, negatived mainly by friends of lishes a list of Representatives elect, as f()|
18th inst. from Estella, in which Maroto de
right to claim the relaxation and repose which
lows ; whigs 103 ; V. B. men 84 ; Conserrathe
spot,
and
two
badly
wounded.
One
dead
nounces the chiefs whom lie had condemned
i approaching age and precarious health require. the Administration, —which leaves our ter ; lives 2 ; Vacancies 25.
to death as traitors to the cause of Don Car Indian was afterward found on the ground. , I have waited anxiously for the most appro- ritory defenceless at a time of threatened in
The affair happened in Patterson’s Hainvasion, should not be forgotten,—nor that j Town Elections.—The whig ticket ior
los, which they had compromised by their mock,
l priate moment at which I could be best spar
a few miles east of the Qscilly.
either, which deprived Maine of receiving
malversation, their indolence, end thnir con
Capt. Rowell and his' men are said to have ed ; but hitherto, whenever 1 have sought the her proportion of the claim for services ren town officers prevailed in Calais at t|le atl.
nivance with the enemy.—“ On the 21st,” it
fought bravely, but had not sufficient force to ! retirement I so much needed, some difficulty dered by the old Massachusetts militia.
; nual meeting held on the 1st inst.~the
adds, “ after becoming acquainted with the contend successfully with the foe.
in which my service was deemed useful, al
atrociously severe measures of his officers,
Portland Adv. ! lowest on the ticket had 34 majority ! Calais
ways interposed to detain me. None such
Don Carlos also published a proclamation, in
_
,
,
| ffas hitherto been a loco foco town, and ihL
Burnings on the Northern Frontier.—Gov. exists now. All the political dissensions conwhich he declares that Maroto, having ex feeward of New York, has issued a proclama ! nected with the Bank for the last leu years
CaWa.-.Arms.s we learn still continue, ’ is Sai,I to I,e first time that the w|,i„, ,
ceeded his orders, is deprived of all authority, tion offering one hundred dollars for the de i have ceased—all its extraordinary efforts for and great excitement prevails. On the 22<1
it...
wmss have
and that the officers umfbr him are no longer tection of any person concerned in setting fire j the protection of our national interests are instant Charles Hunter, of Quebec,U,a<ht- i suc<‘ee<lei1 in carrying their entire ticket,
to obey his commands. These occurrences to <1 welling houses, barnsand o-ther buildings, ; happily ended—and the Bank has returned cate, was arrested and lodged in Prison on' The town of Minot, in Cumberland Conn.
have spread consternation among men in Clinton county, on the frontier of the State. ■ to its accustomed channels of business in, a charge of high treason. “ T
‘
Etienne
Courtis j ty, elected whig town officers a few
the most devoted adherents of Don Carlos. Accounts from the frontier state, that twenty peace,
.
.. .. .. withdraw
.....................
I can therefore
at _____
length and three others pleaded guilty to the charge ; ago. The Van Buren men were in the llla.
Maroto.has underjps command the majority buildings have been burnt, chiefly in Cham- : without inconvenience“ and I do it more of burglary and sacrilege: — breaking into the !
. .
.
_ . _ ____ 3
j jority last year.
of the CarlislTrobps, most of whom are per plain and Odletown.— Boston Daily Adv.
readily, because I leave the affairs of the in Catholic Church of St. Anne Lapersade, and
sonally attached tbliim ;and it remains to be
stitution in a state of great prosperity, and in stealing £1500 therefrom —and sentence of! (L?” The election for town officers was
seen whether he may not raise the standard
death was recorded against them.
j held in Lebanon last Monday, and resulted
The Whigs of Louisiana, held a great Con the hands of able directors and officers.
1^ !•» z-k IV'H . . ...
i Ji.... II _ . .
of revolt, and thus create a third parly, the vention in New Orleans on the 19th March,
The
Montreal
Herald states .1that on the j' in the choice of the entire whig ticket, by ¡j
This separation from friends with whom J
information of which must necessarily involve and appointed ten Delegates to the National have been so long and so agreeably associat 28th ult., a1 small“ parlyv from Vermont,
______, in I
the affairs of Don Carlos in ruin.”
sleitdis, came down on the ice opposite majority three limes as large as last year.
Convention to be held at Harrisburg next De ed, is among the most painful acts of my life ; two sleighs,
Neiv York Times.
cember.
Preferences were expressed for and I pray you to accept at parting my sin Beech Bridge and commenced firing with
The Eastern Mail Stage was upset
A de
Henry Clay as the candidate for the Presi cere wishes for the personal welfare of you small arms on the British Barracks.
[From the New Orleans Bulletin.]
1 near L,iiWæh, Mass., on Wednesday evening
tachment of troops soon routed them, and
<
dency, but the Delegates are instructed to all-’
N. Bjddle, President.
Late and important from Tampico.—We conform to the decision of the Convention, be
on arriving at the place where the firing 3d inst.
We regret to learn that Jo«'
Philadelphia, March 29, 1839.
are indebted to Messrs. E. & J. Andrews, it what it may.
commence«!, they found a wooden cannon | G. Perkins, Esq. of Kennebimk-nort wi
consignees of the sch. J. B. Woolford, for
burst, a new U. S. musket, cannister shot, ' wn(a
P°'h who
BE A UT1FUL NEW- H AM PS HIR E.
papers and recent intelligence from Tampi
&c.~Marks of blood were distinctly seen on I
1 llie Passe»g«te, was seriously i(1.
Shocking Afair.—There was a town meet___not- altogether
__ n__
Our readers probablyv are
ac
co. The Woolford sailed from Tampico on
the ice around. The Herald slates, that by Jured, having three of his ribs broken,
the 16th of March.
At the*time of her ing at Greene, Chenango county, N. Y. on , TteintetFwiih New Hampshire politices, or the bursting of the gun one of the brigands
T
.
------- ——
c
_ . conducting
----- ---- o a. campaign
departure the Government troops were ! Tuesday, 12th ult, and the Locofoco ticket 1 vv,,ff the manner of
Ladies’Companion.—The April number
I'1 that hopeful State. One of the dt
assem-jthat
devices of was killed, and some others wounded.—ib.
marching on that city from two or three dif- i was elected. The victorious party assomofthis Periodical has been received, ft
ferent points.
Gen. Cos was advancing ! bled in the evening in the ball room of the'' die pwty at ihe recent election was the fol
Melancholy Coincidence.—In our last, we embellished with a steel plate-(a view of
J-' ---- tcld
was --not the most
from the south via Tuspan, and it was sup-’ hotel to celebrate the event,and in the course j■ lowing, which we are -posed had reached the vicinity of Tampa. of the jolificaiion, became so noisy as to at I infamous. From the office of the Newport staled that a son of Mrs. Ellen Kimball was Mount Zion, Jerusalem,)—engraved expressAnother army under Gen. Arista was ma tract a crowd. Capt. Arnold Horton with Loco Foco Editor, a handbill was issued, in scalded to death, in New York, last Sunday, ly for the work. Its contents, as usual, are
king approaches from the direction of St. others entered the room, and a cry was rais tended to inflaine the passions and arouse the by inhaling steam from the nose of a tea . entirely original, and from the pens of some
ed that a Whig was present, and a motion exertions of all who should see it. It was a kettle. Remarkable as the coincidence may
Louis.
Urrea, the commander in chief, was hour was made to put him out, which they did by wood engraving by Baldwin, of a Coffin, a- be, an accident precisely similar occurred I of our best writers. A new volume will
ly expected there with his army, which was forcing him through the door and throwing bout a foot long, with a death’s head and in this c;ty on the day previous. A little commence with the May number, which
Four hones at die top, and upon which was the child, aged 4 years, entered the kitchen on
variously estimated at from 700 to 2000 men. him down stairs over the bannisters.
will be printed on new type, and contain a
He will be strengthened by the junction ! bones of his neck and his back bone were following inscription in startling characters : Saturday evening, where a tea-kettle was I variety of contributions from many of ih9
standing
on
the
stove,
applied
his
mouth
broken.
He
lingered
a
short
time
and
died.
of the division under Mexia, who with fif-{
IN MEMORY OF
hastily to the spout, and inhaled the boiling I best writers in the country.” The editors
teen hundred men was retreating from Tus A coroner’s jury after a long and patient insteam, which threw him into convulsions, intend, in the department of embellishments,
JONATHAN C I L L E Y,
pan, pursued by Gen. Cos. There was no vestigation, returned as their verdict, that Arand caused his death after twenty-seven
doubt of the enemy advancing on Tampico" 1
lio7°n- Car,n8 lo,deali» by being viaThe Independent Democratic Represen
hours of excruciating agony. These pain to place the Magazine far above any other pePreparations were making for their recep-! '¿1Jl
e O,IIO,3S -v
wickodly forced out of
tative in Congrecs from the State
ful cases should be an additional warning to riodieal in the country. A steel plate will
lion, by strengthening the fortifications, and ' Se
ove,i die bamnsiers and down stairs,
of Maine,
those who have the care of children.
concentrating all the forces in and near tpe j
Borton lias lelt a wife and eight chil
be given with every number, engraved ex
iown. Many families and individuals were <1re”’ W^°
dependant upon him for sup- Who was ilehberately murdered in open day,
Centinel 8/ Gazette.
pressly
for the work, and a plate of the Fashxfleeing from the city into the country, to es- iJ0H’ Boston Transcript.
BY HENRY A. WISE,
New York local Elections.—Many city and 10ns every quarter, thus making 16 elegant
cape the threatened vengeance against the
.
-------------------(Whig leader in Congress, from Virginia,)
The Distribution of the Surplus.—Our
county electionshave recently taken place-in embellishments in a year. Terms, $3 per
town and the inhabitants.'
February 23d, 1838.
the State of New York, in which the result annum in advance.
Whether the army under Urrea will make ’’^ders will remember, that at the first ses----------- O : X: O :--------appears to be favorable to the Whig cause.
a stand at Tampico is doubtful. The belter slon
l^ie Congress which has just expired,
The “Maine Cultivator” is the title
policy would seem to be to fall back upon ' a liivv was Passe<L on the suggestion of the
Democrats of New Hampshire ! The blood In Rochester the Whigs have prevailed in
Matamoras—form a junction with the Fed-1 freasul-v’ pos'poning the payment to the of murdered Cilley cries to you from the each of the five wards by 60 to 80 votes, and of a very neatly printed and well conduct
erafists before that place—capture it if pos- i State&’> ' diefourth instalment of the surplus, ground.for vengeance ! Remember that the have a Whig gain of 123 since last fall. In ed paper, recently commenced in Ilallowt lL
sible, and then fortify themselves. In that I
January 1839.
i Whig party are all implicated in this most a- Oswego there is a Whig Board of Supervi
position they would be in the vicinity of
Inasmuch as no law was passed at the re-; trocious MURDER, for they openly approve sors. In the towns of Oswego and Scriba
The Fisheries in Maine.—Au nbstiart
Texas, whence reinforcements could be ob- ■ eem sessi°n, prolonging the period of post-' of it ! Vote then (he Democratic ticket and there is a Whig gain of 380, since the elec from the returns of the inspectors of Fish, it>
tained that would eventually ensure the tri- P,Hletnent, die payment is now due and de- prostrate the Whigs as low as they have the tion Of November last. In Syracuse the Su
umph of their cause.
i niandable by the States, and the original mjpervisor and Whig ticket prevailed by a ma ’ this State, has been published, by which it
LAMENTED CILLEY.
—_
j proprialion being from any monevs i
jority of 65—last year by a majority of one appears that 22,446 barrels and 2610 half lwthe
This we repeat is but one of the more only. In Delhi there is a tie in the choice of
Irom Halifax.—We have received Halifax j 1 reasury not otherwise appropriated, w
rels of Mackerel ; 129,115 boxes of Herring,
weo -w
do
specimens of electioneering in Supervisor ;a Whig majority for the rest of
papers to the 2d inst. The Provincial Legis- not see but the Treasury must, in obedience (! ......
P0?mnent
’
New Hampshire. Beautiful State, the ticket. In Troy, Utica, Catskill, Athens, and 9,951 barrels and 2,382 boxes of Ale
lature was still in session. Mr. Stewart to law, make the ffigjribiftion, or confess to [hopeful
:°Pe
beautiful tricks,—beautiful specimens of Coxsackie, and many other places the Whigs wives, were inspected and returned last year.
had introduced a resolution in the Legislative
onor and veracity !—There may be glory tu have succeeded.— Boston Daily Adv.
Council deprecating Lord Durham’s plan for
There were many inspectors from whom re*
achieving a triumph by
a union ot the Colonies, and the abolition of ascribed to the forgetfulness towards t|i@ I the.Loco
turns were not received.
the Legislative Councils. I’his proposition dose of the session of the House of
,neans’ua they seem altogether
Boundary Feeling in Ohio.—Tho legislature
f
The tonnage employed in the Mackerel
was debated at length. Mr. Stewart main Chancellor of the Exchequer, ^C^Cam^. |
of Ohio have passed a series of resolutions in
tained that the union proposed would if car leng, who did not cal! up the bill passed by ’
!iip?n!on .for the, ab»ve, we copy sisting upon the right of Maine to the territory Fishery, for the year ending 30th Sept. 1837,
SbuniA for
i«». further
.........
. ............ .
* dte tohowuig Acrostic on Henry A. .Wise, in dispute, approving of the prompt find de amounted to 12,085, ami in the Cod-fishery to
ried into effect, plunge that province in the! th**
the Senate
postponement.
from the Chicago Democrat, copied by that cided measures which have been taken, and
vortex of Canadian politics, and in all proba- I
African.
19,246,—distributed among the districts as
paper from the New Hampshire' Patriot:—
tendered, in cases of actual collision, the
follows : —
whole
means
and
resources
of
the
State
to
I
“
H
ow
art
thou
curs
’
d
vile
friend
of
humeri
kind
!
Shocking Death.—An inquest Was held ve&
Sir John Harvey’s general order, announc- '
Districts.
Codfis-hery. Mackerel fishery.
¡ E arlh’^ broadest realm can’t find so black a the authorities cd the general government.
ing the arrangement by ..vqeb
1
1
ini nd I
H
Passamaq noddy T927
2864
force of Maine is to be withdrawn from the
There was a violent rain storm in Geor Machias
,. .
.-.ju«,, 3iHJ vengeance sternly roll
364
37
I R ivers of sulphur on thy murderous soul :
disputed territory, and permission to the mili- !
gia on the 23d ult. accompanied with thun Frenchman’s bay 1436
tiaand volunteer forces of the Provinces to j
der, lightning, wind and hail.
The Ocmul- Penobscot
8080
2831
the« down,
"'
return to their homes, is published in the
gee rose suddenly about twenty feet in depth. Belfast
I o clock, the deceased put his nniuih to the A nd brows indignant cast on thee a frown,
72
86
Halifax Times.—Boston Daily Adv.
Much
damage
was
done
by
the
washing
of
VV a ldini »oro’
spout of the kettle, which Was full of bo;!;m/ W ith homicides tby name shall ever live ’
1479
the
seed
and
springing
crops
from
the
earth.
Wisc asset
’
2768
j water on the stove, and “drew in the steam,” I n all the glare tbsl infamy can give,
774
From the Frontier.—Things are in a sad i which scalded him in such a manner as to I'S o Hell receives thee riveted in*ehains
' Boston Daily Adv.
Bath
1428
618
state at the north.
Hardly a night passes cause his death. Verdict accordingly;
E nvetoped in the focus of flames.”
Portland'
968
2077
without a burning on one side or the other.
Submarine
Explosion.
—
An
exhibition
of
Saco
Portland
Advertiser.
Hl
New York Times.
290
On Friday of last week a barn and shed own
the blowing up of a vessel of 39 or 40 tons, Kennebunk
766
290
ed by Chas. Miller of St. Armand, were burn
by
powder
placed
under
it,
was
advertised
to
’
Steamboat
Catastrophe.
—
The
Cincinnati
York
231
<
Frightful.—A woman in Barrington, N. H.
110
ed down, together with their contents, con
take
place
at
Charleston,
on
the
30th
ult.
_
I
Republican
of
the
26th
ult.
says
“
We
reThe tonnage employed in rhe fisheries, in
sisting of eight horses, ten cows, t wo oxen, a few days ago, in preparing a beet for boil | gret to learn that the steamer Othello, from admittance 25 cts.
ing, which measured thirty inches in circum
this district, has increased somewhat since
fi ve calves, and a large quantity of hay. The ference,
discovered on cutting it open, in the ; this port bound to Wabash,came in contact
Missiskoui Standard says that the perpetra
In Character.—Col. Trumbull, a revolu the date above-named. Gotffff not the busi
middle a large new/, as they are sometimes ¡ with the. Peru, a lew miles below the falls
tors of this act were traced several miles in
called, a species of the lizard, which probably ;Í and was instantly sunk. It is stated that the tionary veteran, the bosom friend of the im ness be carried on here, to a much larger ex
the direction of Swanton, hut that suspicion
got
there by some crack in the beet while !¡Othello was cut in two by the concussion, mortal Washington, one of his Aids, and a tent than it now is, profitably to all concern
does not fix upon any person in particular.
growing,
which finally closed over the ani and when last seen the bow was on one side member of his (personal family during the ai ?
As a matter of course this led to retaliation, mal.
of the river, and the cabin on the other.
h revolutionary war, when offering his vote
and on the following nights two barns were
is reported that several passengers were lost last week in Connecticut,. had his vote
They
are
supposed
to
be
very
poisonous,
Ex Governor Kent delivered a very ex
burned on this side—one of which, we be
He has been for
it, —some say two, others say five. The Louis challenged at the polls.
she boiled, without discovering it
lieve was owned by John Barr, Esq. of High and hadriM..!*«
..r. I____ _ .
11 . .
*5 ■ ville papers will probably bring us full partic more than 60 years a freeman of the State.— cellent Lecture on the History of the Northwould
perhaps
have
caused
the
death
of
some
!
gate. Two companies of the Highgate nuliboat and cargo, of ---course
are lto
who might have ate of
of it. Much care should ulars.in„.Ihemupro
“,c
”' Insulting old men at the |k>IIs is one of the Easter» Boundary question, before the “ Bantia were under arms, on Monday, and a gen Ibe
..........
tally lost. There
®33 - frequent crimes of the paid hirelings of the got Mechanic Association,,” on the evening
taken
in preparing cabbages, beets and oth- nnn
1 neie2was
vas an insurance of $33,tleman who came through on“ Tuesday in er vegetables for the table, that they do not p00 at different offices m that city.”
party.— Portland Adv.
of the 29th ult..
forms us that excitement was at its highest er vegetables for the table, that they do not
--------------pitch. We further learn that the incendia contain impurities of some kind.—Dover Gai.!
(t/^The President and subordmates are I
---------------1
A-Pioneer
preparing
the
way
.'
—
The
Sr.
We learn from the Waldo Gazette, that
ries on this side were in one instance recog
The Red River raft, which has obstructed . UIS ReP',b*ican stal^
Mr'. Ratliff Boon at work all over the country, through their
nized as belonging to the volunteers. They
Mr. Matthew Ray, an ingenious mechanicLoco
Foco
executioners.
Every
Whig
in
were fired upon, and returned the shot, but the navigation of that river since the memu- ,K3S; f’ni"rated te i.Assoun, and taken up his- office, rio matter how small his income, is lo of Bangor, has recently invented a Plough
; residence ?it the town of Louisiana, at the
without any effect on either side. A mes ry of man, is now entirely cleared out
mouth of Sall Rwer, with ai view
‘
of making be guillotined. The last Thomaston Repub of superior form, and that the manufacture oli
senger has gone to Shoreham, to represent
A vessel, which lately sailed from Boston If i,e,’-,ane-SetdemeUt
------------ ’ M
Mr. Boon was the lican says, that Mr. Watts, keeper of the Ploughs, with his
improvement,
has
only Loco
toco member in the 25th Con- light house at Herring Gut, St. George, has
ErWmnmgton, lias been put in great peril,
f|
been,
commenced
in
that
city,
by
competent!
-¿gss, from Indiana. He is the man who been promptly removed, and his- place sup
sures to bring to justice every individual con
floor ”
of• Congress, uiui
that ne
he plied by Win. Perry, Jr., who, it is believed, twtd faithful workmen.
cerned in these atrocious deeds, whether citi m consequence ofhaving a drunken captain. Ti bledI upon the------1 wore a collar, and was a collar party man, up- will not offends in the like manner. Mr.
zen or refugee. We disclaim, all sympathy
O^The several detachments of Infantry
Watts’ offences are, that he is a Whi«-, and
that is lighted by the torch or the brand.
Three children were left bolted tip in a I on the principle that a good dog had a collar voted for Edward Kent.—ib..
’ placed around his neck.—Portland Adv.
and Riflemen, from Portland, who have beeii
Those are exclusively royal prerogatives; and, m0?1
In°tlier, a short time since, in
for heaven’s sake, let no patriot seek to di l hiladelphia, when one of them was bmut
in active service in the State,, for the las?
Pay ofthe Troops.—T\\e Paymaster finish
Hezekiah Niles.—This venerable man
vide with Sir John Colburn the honor they to a crisp by her clothes taking fire.
three weeks, returned to their homes oife
long known as the editor of Niles’ Register a ed paying the troops at Augusta, on Friday
confer.—Burlington Sentinel.
printer by trade, and an excellent man, belov last. The amount of their pay was between 4 hursday, last week. There was quite &
Extensive
forgeries
have
been
committed
Prodigious Sheet of paper.—At the Colin$12 and $13,000. Gen. Thompson0 leaves military parade on the occasion.
New Bedford, by a young man who has ed by all who knew him,—died at his resi
ton works, in Scotland, a sheet of paper I
dence in Wilmington, Delaware, on Tuesday Augusta for Calais, to-day,for the purpose of
has been recently produced, which, though tJ, e‘n s.ust{1,,led-«»» irreproachable characmaking arrangements to pav off the troops
New-Postmaster^.—We understand that
but 50 inches wide, measured a mile and a. teu. «ie has gone South.
there—the Detachment under Gen. Hodsdon Caleb R. Ayer, has been appointed Pesehalf in length, and weighed between five and
The “ Family Circle."— Mr. President Van will be paid at Bangor—and those under Gen.
rpfnr^h"
states that the temperance
master of the town of Newfield, in the place?
six hundred pounds.
refo.im-has had an unfavorable effect upon the Buren has appointed another of his sons to Batchelder at Bangor or Augusta, as their of Nathan Clifford,.resigned.
commanding
officer
may
elect.
—
q/'2d.
the
fat
office
of
“
signer
of
Land
patents
”
.
P ^ne
Hussein Pacha, the new Persian ambassa receipts of their alms house..
vice, Major Abraham V. B. resigned. The
dor tn London, has 50 Cashmere shawls of
When the last detachment of troops left
(t/^The Executive Council of this State
salary.of this office is $1,500, and not more
exquisite workmanship, as a present from the fixJd.,eo^em«Yl%rShnaIFbTtnissiG,?ers have ^
an ^\hours
One
of
than.six
hours writing
writing in
in aa week.
week.
~
Bangor for the Aroostook, they requested meet
------ —
at.- ovgusia
Augusta on
on the 24th inst. The?
Shah to Queen Victoria.
mvitfntinn
.1 1 lnst- for the Opening of the h's s°ns is his Private Secretary. Pay, $1 500 Gov. Kent to address them, which be did Board of Internal Imn
nav.gation on the canals of that State.
per annum. Duty,-to carry the Prasidem’s horn the steps of the Bangor
w House
His e
, Hitetnai impproveniente meet at th®1
__
. “"’W1 iiuuse. ni» same nl»o®plmi
--- saine daYThe Family of Price, the defaulter, left
“ee»k.
°“ -tlie
messages to the House when Congress is in address was received with immise apthousand dol session. —Portland Advertiser.
New York city last week for Havre, inder ln^\nter\
plause.—Kennebec Journal.
! (t?5’ An Extra Sheet, __
the conduct of a French valel-de-chambre lars have beon paid to printers, during- the
containing the Pitbyear past, tn the United Slates and Canada
High prices !
General
Scott
probably
reached
Washing

—
.....
„
1,c Laws passed during the last session of theThe people in Salem, Mass, are contem
for advertising » The Matchless Sanative ’’
ton on Wednesday ' He
” passed through
M Legislature of this State, accompanies to
plating the building of steam factories.
New York on Tuesday.
I number of our paper.
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The nejct Congress.—Elections for the 1
THE AGREEMENT.
/
_______
7 ~_7_.
Th®-Pittsburg
paper
states„ that the first
choice of Representatives to the next Con-j
.
.
The Bangor Whig makes the following ' iron Steamboat in this country, of American
nave already been held in sixteen comments upon Governor Fairfield’s recetit "on, 'is now 'building
*’■ at the American "works
HE subscriber having, as he has reason
The following comparative (able bar&ain : —
in that city, by Robinson & Mims. Her kppl
*
*
*
#
7« u b«‘ieve, discovered a certain cure for
shows the politics of the Members elected to I
is 140 feet, deck 172 feet, 25 feet beam, ami
the bait Rheum ; and which may also be
the next Congress and of the members of the i “ It was-therefore with feelings of pain and 6 feet hold ; she is to measure over 220 tons
m
r
assortment
rnni?PSil- REJ^CHS,-ME1Ì- considered as a remedy for various oiher
astonishment that we examined'the arrange and will be finished by the 4th of July next’
Old Congress, when elected :—
hmnois, or cutaneous diseases, would inform
IC^V GOODS, amo„s
ment entered into by Governor Fairfield, by
the public, that he has applied for and re
1839.
1836.
Broadcloths,
which Great Britain is allowed to hold “ pos
Cassimeres, Satinets, and
ceived the Umted States Letters Patent,
Whig. Loco. Whiig. Loco.
session of a part of the said territory.”
—ALSO —
THE Academy Hall will be open on the Vestings.
Louisiana,
from the proper authority at the city of
2 1' vacancy.
2
1
Hie more we examine into this arrangement, evening of the 25ih inst. at 6£ o’clock, for
French,
English
and
American
PRINTS
•
Illinois,
I
2
3
the deeper and stronger are our feelings in the exhibition and sale of the effects of the Cambricks, Sheetings and Shirtings of vari-’ Washington, for said remedy, which he de
34 to 640.—'pih,, °fl!|f
2
2
regard
’~h *ri to it. in
1
•
•
“ Kennebunk Sunday School Society.” A <*en- ous prices and qualities, together whh a gen- nominates a Compound for the cm® of the
Van R.,,... . Ih"'ew
Vermont,
3
2
4
Ihe
British
have
tried
at
various
times
to
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attendance of all members and friends of’’ o?7na°rtine’n Of FANC^ and PIECE fealt Rheum and other Diseases of the Skin.
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2
6
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a
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lhe 7
Georgia,
erthere is any cure for this disease. He
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for
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cents.
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—ALSOoften doubted it himself
S. Carolina,
2
7
7
2
Many
things,
instant consented to it. From first to last,
By order of the Society,
however, once deemed impossible,► are now
New Jersey,
6
6
West-India Goods and
we have claimed jurisdiction. We have de
E.
W.
HATCH,
Sec
’
y.
accomplished.
Pennsylvania, 11
17
17
nied the power and the right of the General
Kennebunk, April 11,1839.
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GROCERIES, *
Salt Rheum, he knows by sad experience,
Arkansas,
1
1
Government to cede away either the territo
Vacam-H., 95
G
Ohio,
is a disorder not easily conquered.
He was
8
11
n
8
ry or the jurisdiction over it. The noble
himself dreadfully afflicted with it, more
HYMENEAL.
21
19
10
30
stand
we
occupied
a
few
weeks
ago,
’
seems
Vrocker'y and &lass W^re, han twenty years, and at times for months
The
M ichigan,
1
only to have aggravated our (all.
1
MARRIED—In York, 4th inst. Mr. Amory
In his assortment is comprised almost
10
2
10
1
“ There is nolonger any check upon the N. Mason, of Portsmouth, to Miss Joan Sewall every article called for in a Village Store, together, was unable to labor, and some
times even to walk, or dress himself. He
1
of
York.
1
British claim. They have an agreement un
ail of which he will dispose of on reasonable applied to many physicians, and tried vari
Connecticut,
6
.........the
-...............
... xFairfield,
anuoai, giving
Free™n Hill, to tei ins.
6
der
hand of ............
Governor
giving Vi1” niruWicl.<’72d,U,tous things prescribed by them and others, but
them all they ever really wanted.
Havin'* i M1&S Ue7ra 1 C ‘adbourne, both of Sanford.,
Having
Kennebunk, April 13, 1839.
found little relief.
81
71
66
86
got all above the St. John, they will refuse
In the spring of 1833, being verv sick with
OBITUARY
.......... ..
Unit ||(e
Thus far, it
havn only
m 11 \i /
seen, the Whigs have to treat upon the line of ’83 and have
the disease, he had well nigh given up all
•-111 tying llieirei)^
gained fifteen members. The Van Buren to protract negotiation, strip the country of
J£"EFP constantly.for sale, at their Store hope of recovery. At that time, he received
DIED —In Wells, 28th January inst yjr Wil
o< Minot, fo Climb.
its timber, and the whole is not worth the liam Perkins, aged 47 years.-Easiern pavers
,,7<ennebunk Port, wholesale or re- from a friend a list of articles, chiefly indi
majority in the Iasi House, as elected, was on trouble
of looking after.
are requested to copy.
r
taii, the following articles :—
genous to our own fields and forests, and
ly ten. Should the elections in the remain
“ There is no limitation as to the time they
in?Vells’On Wednesday last, very suddenly.
admitted to be good for the complaint, which
Flour ; Corn ; Rye and Corn Meal :
i '11 “ Buren men
ing States terminate as they did in 1836, there are to hold it.
“ Pending the negotiations” Mr Abner Fisk,-a soldier of the Revolution.
articles he immediately caused to be procur
Jil ; Lard ; Bacon ; Pork ; Fish ;
In South Berwick, Mr. Thomas Goodwin
will be a whig majority in the next House. of course they will claim to hold it, and how
ed. With these tilings and others, which he
Coffee ; Tea ; Salt ; Raisins ;
aged 75 years.
’
can
we
deny
them
this
?
It
is
56
years
since
“,CC, nn f01,‘own
It is proper to add, however, that the seats of
Molasses ; Sugar ; Candles ;
had before found in some degree beneficial
In Berwick 25th Jan Mrs. Ann F. wife of
the Treaty of ’83, and we see now no reason
•he formed a compound, and applied it to his*
Salaeratus ; Starch ; Ginger; Tobacco ;
Monday,
seven members, (whigs) will probably be con to expect an adjustment for the same number Mr. limmasL. Richardson, of Lowell Mass
diseased and distressed frame.
Ju three
Glass ; Nails; Soap ; Lime ;
daughter of Mr. John Merrill of Berwick
e ol
«»tire
tested, with what result it is impossible to de of years to come, unless we depart from the and
aged 26 years.
Clover and Herds Grass Seed.
weeks, he can say with truth and pleasure :
72^7lurgefls|ilsl^ termine now.
treaty -line.
Will our people consent to
In Boston, very suddenly, Mrs. Mercy Jone«
Together with many other articles, all of and he ought to do it with much gratitude
this ?”
late of Eliot, aged 54 years.
that he was comparatively well ; and shortly
which they will sell at fair prices.
In
Hillsborough,
N
.
H.
1st
inst
Hon.
Benia
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Massachusetts.—Judge Morton and The
after was restored to perfect health, so far
Kennebunk-port, April 11, 1839.
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VVe
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from
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Baker
of
Madamin Pierce, formerly Governor of New Hamnas regards Salt Rheum ; and continues so to
odore Sedgwick, Esq. have been nominated,
H
, waska, and the same confirms the siatements shire, aged-82 years
";e regret to I....
Valsmbie Beal Estate in Soeith this day :—a period of five years.
by a convention of the friends of the Nation made to us by George W. Buckipore, Esq.,
Hundreds of persons, afflicted by this
Berwick at Auction.
al Administration, as candidates for Gover that the principal portion of the trespassing
SHIP NEWS.
grievous malady, have made use ¿f this
|
SHALL
sell
at
Public
Auction,
on
Monnor, and Lt. Governor, at the ensuing elec the present winter, is upon the St. John and
medicine ; and, as far as he can learn, it has
KEOEBUxVK, APRIL 13, 1839.
>
7
22d da-v of Al)ril ''»st. at 10 o’ rarely failed to give satisfaction.
the rivers which empty themselves into it.
In some
tion in Massachusetts.
clock
A.
M.,
at
the
Post
Office
in
Sout-h-BerIt has long been a regular systematic busi
cases its good effects have been truly won
wicli the^weli known Mansion House of the derful.
J
A public mewing of the friends of Gen. ness iipon the St. John, to plunder our territo
Ar. at Saco, 5th inst., schs Egret, Wood, 7« Mr.
vvith the lot and out
ry. 1 he trespassing upon the Aroostook, to
He will not state, as too many do, that bis
Scott for the Presidency, has been called in a very great extent, is a matter of recent ori Gloucester ; Enterprise, Thomaston ; sip. Bil buildings thereon standing, containing about
Compound is a cure for all diseases ; but lie
one of (he interior counties of New York. gin. We have an estimate made by Mr. Ba low, Cleaves, Gloucester.-S^Zed, 4th inst. schs. two acres of land. This stand is situated in has reason to believe that it is not only a
Elizabeth Leavitt ; Agricola, Gordon ; Adno,
The <*all is signed exclusively by friends of ker, who made the same, to the Committee Murch-all for Boston ; Sarah, Rye ; 7th, sips. the centre of the pleasant village of South cure for Salt Rheum, but good for all ‘hu
g Worm,
worm, Scald Head,
of the Legislature, showing the different a- Henry, Gillpatnck, Boston ; Billow, Cleaves Be. wick, and near the Sahnon Fails Factory, mors, such as iMH
Ring
Uie present administration.
Leprosy, &c. &c
mounts cut the present winter, upon the St. Gloucester; schs. Egret, Wood, do.; Enter and i» fai supenor to any other situation in I Shingles,
n. _. „r.h
as also
that village for a public House, and was
vW6. forf„. ' ‘been used for (Jie Piles, with the best effects.
The Maryland Legislature adjourned on F rancois, Fish, Allagash, Madawaska ami prise, Thomaston.
Grand rivers, and upon the St. John, above
In Hampton Roads, 1st inst , brig Persever merly occupied as such for many years.
No person need fear any evil from it.
Saturday last.—The Massachusetts Legisla Bakers, and also upon the Ristiguche, ance. from Baltimore for New OrleaTis.
—ALSO —
however old, or young, or feeble; for it is
ture adjourned on Wednesday last, alter a which is carried down to the Bay ofChaieur,
About fifteen acres of fertile laud, lying simple, and may be applied with safety.
Cid. at Wilmington, 30lh ult. sch. Jane
west of the Mansion House, commonly known
"
n,,w«yi>e,ai)(lM!J session of a little more than 3 months.
in all amounting to some Millions of feet. Dourne, I erkins. New York.
The following certificates and recommen
Cid. at New York, 6th, barque Diantha, Wil by the name of the Haggeus field.
Beside this, there is the lumber cut by the liams,
• ri »»linns froin manjd
dations show how effectual this remedy is
Havana.
—
ALSO
—
|
settlers
under
license
from
the
Governor
of
'be country.” TfeJ
when properly applied, viz :
Ar. at New York, 9th, barque Bohemia, D.
(t/^Mr. Parmenter (V. B.) was re elected New Brunswick. It is admitted by Sir John
One acre of land directly opposite the Man From the Rev. Josiah T. Hawes, of Edge
Nason, jr., New Orleans.
el’"rtnient ofeinbellBlm Member of Congress, in Middlesex District, Harvey, we understand, that he has given
sion House, on the Salmon Fails road, which
comb, Me.
is the most valuable for building lots in the
igazine far above anjollJ Massachusetts, on Monday j last week, by a permission to the settlers at Madawaska, the
To all whom it may concern.
village.
GARDEN SEEDS. ~
population of which is 4000 or over. From
This certifies that my wife, after havin'*
majority of 13.
•ouniry. A »iee|
—also
this view of the case, there cannot be a doubt
o
k
i
------ —
been afflicted with the Salt Rheum, at times’
RE MICH has received, from the Agrievery number, enpmd
?7...h.7!T.1°n.er\ro7snuare’ ìit,,ated in especially in the winter season, for more
Gen. Scott has declined a public dinner that we ought to seize this lumber. The on
® cultural Warehouses of Messrs. Ellis
work, and « plate oltfed tendered him by his friends in New York.
ly way to do this will be to throw a boom a- At Bosson. and Messrs. J Breck & Co. Boston, a the corner of the roads leading to Great Falls5 than twelve years, applied about one year ago
cross the St John below the mouth of Grand very large assortment of GARDEN SEEDS, and the Salmon Falls Factory.
to Mr. William B. Trufant of Bath, for a cer
’ter, thus making )geJ
embracing aimosi every variety usually enquired (or
(
—also—
tain ointment and medicine which he had adThe Great IFestcrn.—A. gentleman from river. Nothing to any effect will be accom m this vicinity. /\mong which are :_
*«»»« year. Terms,
A lot of land situated opposite the last men• vertised as a cure for this dreadful disease.
New Bedford reports that Capt. Hawes, of plished without doing this, towards putting
Artichoke, Green Globe.
tioned
house
lot,
and
extending
to
the
Salmon
an
end
to
this
plunder
of
our
property
The
Beans.— Half-Moon (early j)
She obtained it, and used it for several weeks
ship Frances Henrietta, at that port, saw a
r ails river opposite the Factory, containing; agreeably to the prescription of Mr. Trufant,
Early Marrow • Horiicuhural.
lumber on Fish river cannot be secured withaine Cultivator” idm steamer off South Shoal of Nantucket, on
about
twenty
five
acres.
B
eet
.
—
Long
Blood
;
French
¡Sugar
;
out adopting the plan proposed. There is a
when to her great joy she found herself to
Early blood turnip rooted ; Mangel VVurtzel.
»colly printed and well ni the-morning of the 8th. If it were the Great I double saw milion Fish river, three miles a—also—
: appearance perfectly cured. She has had
Western, she would probably reach New
Broccoli.—Early Purple.
About
seventy
acres
of
first
rate
land,
situ

enily commenced!» Hill» Ym k by Tuesday noon.—Boston Daily Adv. j hove its mouth, owned by Merchants at the city
some small symptoms of the disease once
Cauliflower. —Early.
ate about one mile from the village, lying since, but a brief application of the ointment,
j of St. John. Sir John Caldwell has an imCelery. —White Solid ; Rose Colored.
[The
steamer
Kbove
named
could
not
>e.,
S
e
establishment
at
Gram!
lallafemThes',.
south
easterly
on
the
Great
Works
river
—
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Cabbage.—Early York ; Large late Drumbead ;
&c. has removed them.—There can be but
Green Globe Savoy ; Large Cape Savoy •
bout one third of which is covered with a little doubt, I think, that a more thorough
A gentle- ; J»»hn, with 14 perpendicular saws and several
returns of the luspeetorsof^ 1iave lieeii the Great Western.
Yfedlow Savoy ; Late Sugarloaf 5
valuable
growth
of
wood
and
while
oak
tim

application, at first, would have effected a
man who left New York on Wednesday eve-jtlrc,diU ones’ ab of which are of the finest
Red Dutch, ibr pickling ;
, has l»een published, hy
ber, and the residue is cleared pasturage, on radical cure. That she has received great
tiing last, states that the Great Western had .,n?dei aH<I co"slruc,l0nJ have been built withf’urnip rooted, (above and below ground )
which is a beautiful swell of land, and is all benefit from the use of this medicine, 1 have
mt 22,446 barrels mid %10 W not arrived there at that time.!
Carrot.—Early Horn 5 Large Oiange ;
I d’.eTnills
a,<'* s?j’e!‘or ,o
calculated to make a good farm.
Allringham (for field culture.)
°
ickerel ; 129,115 boxes of m
__ *
mills on the Penobscot river. He is supnever doubted fur a moment ; though, at the
Cucumber —Early Cluster ; Early Frame •
---- ALSO—
time she commenced using it, I Vvas skepti
ff^The dwelling-house nF
» pOSed tO be ve,y ricb,and makes an immense
barrels and 2,382 boxes o||
Long
Green
Prickley
5
Long
Green
Turkey
;
About fourteen acres of excellent mowing cal.— < hough I will yield to no one in my
i no owe» mo nonse of Mr. John sum every year. He employed the men who
Gherkin, small for pickles.
Ripley, Me. was destroyed by fire were taken on Fish river by our force, to
land, with half of the barn on the same, sir hatred to quackery, I do most cordially recre inspected and retwriieillrfji Lane,
Cress.—Curled, or Peppergrass.
uated on the Salmon Falls road, adjoining ommeml ‘‘ Mr. Trufant’s Patent medicine for
Egg-Plant.—Purple, and White.
I bau! tbe logs at 60 cents per thousand, for his
re many inspectors kaii wbMii last week, with nearly all its contents.
Indian j’Corn-Early Jefferson, (earliest.)—Tus lands of Capt. Theodore F. Jewett.
the Sall Rheum” to all who are afflicted wi’h
e not received,
A large barn, belonging to James Clark i
i?'
• ,
.
carora 5 Sweet;--Broom Corn.
Terms liberal, and made known at the time tins dreadful malady, believing th/tt if it
nf
d ( m
u
i • Lveiy suck of this lumber cut on our terL
ettuce —Early Curled Silecia ; Royal Cape •
anage employed in the JW? Lsq.of Gieeufidd, Me. was burnt on the ritory should be seized, and we shall then
and
place
of
sale.
should not in all cases effect a permanent
Imperial Head ; Tenitisba 11, or Rose*
or the year ending 30th Sepdii night of the 6th inst. together with 17 head , »»»ake the British feel the importance of an
JOHN TEBBETTS,
Melon.—Large Round ; Long Carolina, (Water;)
cute, it would at least greatly mitigate this
Green
Citron
;
P
lue
apple,
Large
Canteleupe
~
Agent
for
the
owners.
dreadful disease, and therefore prove to be
■ a<lj»»^tfnent of the controversy. The Britto 12,085, and in the CtxIMfflj ®f cattle and 15 tons of hay..
(Musk.)
'
South-Berwick, April 1, 1839.
a public benefit.
J. T. HAWES.
v..h., i i.. i i >•
j
• 1 ’sb ^’bVer»1»nunt care not a straw about the
Nasturtium.
listributed among the disim - f
7 . .
b“i,Id’”ys were 77t,Oyed Aruos,ook territory. Unless our State do
N. Edgecomb, April 15, 1838.
Onion —White Portugal ; Silver-Skin or yellow •
Large
Red.
J
’
k.... at Mobile, on
. .. .ithe 31st ult.
.
m
.
what is proposed, the expedition has been
furniture at Auction.
by. fire
1200 .bales
This medicine can be obtained of the fol
Pepper.—Squash, or Tomato Shaped.
hlfishery. Mackerel
lowing agents :—
of no sort of value. We are just where we
of cotton were also consumed.
Pumpkin.—Mammoth.
T our shop in Kennebunk, on Saturday
always have been, in possession of the
SI
Parsnip.—Large Dutch.
1927
Kennebunk, Daniel Remich ; Kennebunk
next, ¿13th instant) at two o’clock P. M. port And»®w Luques ;Saco, S. L. Goodale :
Aroostook, while the territory on both sides
Parsley.—Double Curled.
3?
364
The Kennebec river is clear of ice.
we
shall
sell
at
auction,
one
doz.
Mahogany
PKAs.
—
Ear/iest
Dwatf;
Early
Washington
•
of
the
river
St.
John
is
held
by
others,
and
’s bay 1436
lortland’A Carter; Wells, Joseph Wilson
Dwarf Scymeiar 5 Blue Imperial.
Chairs, Mahogany Bureaus, Sofas, Work Ta and Aaron Maxwell ; York, Cape Neddock,
28U
From Fredericton.—The Fredericton Senti the country being stripped of its value.
8080
Rhubarb.
bles,
one
pair
Card
Tables,
Birch
Tables
and
Bangor fVhig.
$ nel of the 6th inst. has the following items,
Geo. M. Freeman ; York Cor., Samuel A.
72
Radish.—Yellow* Turnip rooted ;
Bedsteads, &c. All the above Furniture is Douglass; Portsmouth, N. H , Brackett Hutch
Early Scarlet Short top.
10 which will be read with interest. Speaking
made
in
the
latest
fashion
and
is
first
rate
Salsify, or Vegetable Oyster.
Postmasters in Maine.—The Report of the
711 of the Provincial troops, the Sentinel says :
ings ; South Berwick, Charles Trafton ; Do
2768
Squash—Early Long Warted ; Early bush •
work.
HILDRETH & AYRES.
ver, N. H Asa A. Tubs ; North-Berwick,
618 “ that the head-quarters and other companies ; Post Master General, reluctantly sent to
1428
Canada Crook Neck ; Valparaiso ;
A. WARREN, Auct’r.
the Resolution of
Jeremiah Lord; Sanford Cor., Tripp &
<•
< in answer
------ ------to
- .....
...
207T of the 36th Regiment-have returned to Fred-< Congress,
Autumnal Marrow, (fine new variety.)
968
Kennebunk, April 6, 1839.
Tomato, or Love apple.
» ericton, and have been replaced by the 69th, Mr. Tallmadge, informs us that there were
bhaw ; banford, Springvale, Hobbs ¿¿ Co
m
Turnip.—-Early While Dutch; While Flat •
the head quarters of which regiment is sta^u°vids between March 4th, 1837, and
nant ; Alfred, Benjamin F. Cliadbourne ;
766
Medicines,
&c.
Yellow Slone ; Early Garden Stone ;
' 27th,
' 1839. There «'ere three in 1837,
Waterborough, James Leavitt ; Holli«, Jona
no tinned at Woodstock.” The Sentinel hopes : Feb.
231
.
Yellow ¡Maltese ; Ruia Baga.
NEW
supply
of
Medicine
of
almost
ev

—
28
in
1838,
and
nine
from
January
to
Feb

than Rumery ; Gorham, McArthur & Smith •
that “ no time will be lost in erecting bar-|
Sweet and Pot Herb Seeds —Thyme ; Sweet
ery kind, just received.
inge em ployed in the fclwV racks where they are required in the upper | ruary 27, in 1839. Twenty-three of this
Westbrook, Warren & King ;—and by his aMarjoium :Sage; Summer Savory ; Sweet Ba
Also, Paints ami Oil of all kinds ; Paint and gents generally throughout the State.
sil ; Balm ; Saffron ; Caraway.
I, bus increased someivhalîii! part of the country, as the troops and militia number have been removed, as we learn by
Varnish
Brushes;
Sand
Paper;Cloth,
Hair
Jan. 18, 1839.
FLO WEIR SEEDS, a great variety.
ove-nametk GTotrhf not lhete which were recently called out had to en-! the Madisonian, since the last election.
Tooth, Flesh and Shoe Brushes; Shoe Black
Twenty-five
removals
were
made
in
New
dure
the
greatest
privations,
very
few
of
ITFruii
and
ornarnenlal
trees,
roots,
&c.
supplied
ied on here, to a much larger^
n- ing. Also, Sugar ; Tea ; Coffee ; Molasses ;:
them enjoying the luxury of a bed during York after the. November election, up to at Boston prices.
Shcritns Sale.
now is, profitably to all com® the inclement season in which they have February 27. — Portland Advertiser.
loS a4in'aI<JiSCOUnt *nade l° th°Se Wh° Puicbase Vinegar ; Sperm and Whale Oil ; English’’ York ss....rI1AiiEN *“ execution, and to
Currants; Raisins; Figs; Oranges; Nuts •
been on service.”
, ,
be sold at . Public Vendue
SHAKER SEEDS.—The several varieties Sperm und Tallow Candles ; all kinds of Spi
Old Kennebec.—A correspondent at Au put up by the Shaker Society, at Alfred
on the 27th day of April next, at ten of the
The Sentinel adds the following paragraph
ces,
ground
and
unground
;
Bar
Soap
and
r Kent delivered a Wp without comment : —
Kemiebunk, Apyl 12, 1839.
clock in the forenoon, at the store of Silas
gusta, under date of April 10, thus writes to
Soda.
■ on the History of the M
Derby, in Alfred, in the county of York—
We learn from an individual who left! us:—.“ From time to time you have noticetl SELECT SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LA
Also, Pork, Corn and Flour.
All therightin equity which Timothy Linscott
nry question, before the* the Aroostook on Sunday that the American ; whig victories in the election of town offiAny
of
which
articles
will
be
sold
as
cheap
DIES.
of Sanford, in said county, has to redeem the
H1 va,io"s counties in our State. Old rglHE Spring term
•militia were to commence their im’arch
of the Select School for as can be bought in town.
Association,” on the
, ' Kennebec now comes to you and presents a
following described real estate, situate at
home wards on Tuesday last, leaving the
Young Ladies, in Wells village, will
TX
A.
WARREN.
Sanford, bounded thus :—beginning at the
Water
Land Agent with a party of about 200 men j clean front for every town but one.
Kennebunk, April 6, 1839.
commence
on
Wednesday
the
24th
of
this
eastern branch of Mousam river, imar the
Two booms have been ville, yesterday, closed the dance—and notfrom tile Waldo Gazelle,ll« hehhid them.
Clara P. Bbagdon
bridge leading to Alfred, thence runnim* by
thrown across the river, for the purpose of : wnlistanding Mr. Councillor Lyon, Mr. Sher and Miss Martha M. Garland.
NOTICE.
w Kay, »U» ingenious ine** ^preventing the passage of timber in the iff B iron and Hie Great Gun of the party,
| the road to the western branch of said rfver •
Tuition
$3
00
per
quarter.
Pupils
under
ALL
persons
to
whom
a
bounty
was
allow-spring ; but with what effect remains to be Mr. Moore, officiated as Managers, 1 am in 12 years of age will fie admitted for $2 00. ■lA ed on Wheat and Corn for 1838, are i thence by said river to the junction of the’
as recently invented n
.eastern and western branches thereof- and
clined to think they were not much gratified
m-m, nml that llie inannMl jiroved.”
Extra charge for French mid Latin SI 00
hereby notified, that their money is
1D ready; | thence by the eastern branch to the b7inwith the exhibition. The whigs elected ev
Wells,
April
9,
1839.
ith his
improvenientj J1
and that they can have the same by callin«* !"ing.—Also four fifths of one other tract of
ery town officer by handsome majorities. I
on the subscriber or Alexander Warren.
° land, in said Sanford, bounded thus:—begin
need in tiiat city, by comp*
Shipwreck and Loss oj Life.—A severe »night also enumerate Wilton, Farmington,
NOTICE.
W.M. BRYANT, Treasurer. • ning at the corner of land formerly owned by
gale commenced at Ocracock, N. C., on the I Albion, but I sum all up in one word by say
Kennebunk, April 6, 1839.
workmen.
FJA H E Schooner G R A PE will
Joshua Taylor; thence Jiy said land to
•30th uIt., which lasted until the 4th inst., ing the whigs have secured every town* thus
still -remain
sail from Perkins’ wharf, , N^B. There ---s ...
in the
of I "land
late Jonathan Farnmn
—
...w hands vi
-”— of
~~ the '"»v.
im Hinn ;• and (q
during which the schooner Pearl, Davis, far but one—Clinton.”—ib.
!
„
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4.
L.
—
.
O
I
T
1 II
/1ff
Ill
.it
I
t’ J reasurer a small portion of the Surplus I Linscott
I detachment®
in Kennebunkport, and from the the
’s mill,
so called
; .1thence round said
’hence for Newbern, N. C., with a cargo of
r) Portland, who-h»«^ merchandise, was driven ashore five miles
’Those
____ per- »»jH privilege, to said road ; and
T in Boston, as a regular Pack Revenue, as yer uncalled for.
Evils of Intemperance.—'The Lynn Free
and thence
thence by
by
soils to whom it is due, must call for it with- said road to the beginning.—Also one other
et between Kennebunk-port and Boston, sons
in
the
Stater
forllie
man
says
that
the
cause
o
f
temperance
has
¡north
of
Ga,pe
Hatteras.
One
man
was
nice in ...—
r
"
‘
~
_
in
60
days
from
the
2d
of
April,
or
it
will
be
of
land
situate
at
Sanford,
Containing
eioht
and
will
sail
every
week
from
Kennebunk
to
. .
ning eight
to their hoi*® ’*v«‘‘‘hed overboard and drowned. The cap- I had an unfavorable effect upon the re
, returned to
tc a3, acres, more ***••*
— i_
r
transferred to the town funds, according to
or “
less, adjoining
land• of Daniel
-r,
Wll4 otiili’1 3ain hi»d cm® of his legs broken, and the!ceipts of om-almshouse. A few yeyrs ago Boston, or from Boston to Kennebunk, wind vote
of
the
town,
passed
April
2d,
1839?
”
¡and
weather
permitting.
For
Freight
or
Morrison, and is the same that said Linscott
st week. Mieie w f mate’s life is despaired of. 'fhe Pear! was!i we had men enough there to make, in shoe- i
Passage apply to
store of D. & S. &Ward
purchased of David Hall, as by safe! Hall’s
lu the
V
le on the occasion*
[ owned by Mr. M. Platt, and/insured in Balti ! making and repairing of roads, over 82600 iiI l-if"
n n i » 1 k 11 «S Iz
*«..•« I.. . f Fl *
*1
deed to him, duly recir.led, h1||y n|)pearB.
______ ______ —
anore. The cargo has been saved in a clam* besides carrying on the farm. Now there ■ ^ennebunk'l)Ort> or al lbe T. in Boston,
d. & s7ward.
hasteh — We umlersitind 3 .aged state.—^/V. y. Jour. Com.
¡are trot enough to carry on the farm.
FW^HE subscriber has on hand a general as- Hie aforesaid tracts of land being subject to
Kennebunk-port, April 11, 1839.
-Ssortment of PAINTS, OIL & COL a mortgage to George D c
■EK. lias Iwen appoi«,ed
.
----------------ORS, recently purchased in Boston for Cash, book 1>3, page 162, of York Comity records.
.ownoflfcwfielJ.i» *|S
■
—
The leather “w Canada.-The
Que-bec
,i
Q.uestlon‘~™? are reminded
FOR BOSTON.
Conditions at sale.
which he will sell at a small profit for the
Gazette of March 29, says “ Since la.-t night
,
•
*S °" °'ir siatute book’ '»nrepealed,
JAMES B. SHAPLEIGH, Dp. Sheriff
same
pay, or approved credit.
HP
HE
new
schooner
Ehzali eford,resign^*
we have been visited with as violent a north'he town of Madawaska. I
Alfred, March 20, 1839.
-abeth, Lewis L. WormJAMES
HUBBARD.
■ . r .SliC’aenst snow storm as we have experienced r7^ k7n U1 exl^ence’ tboL»gh not in force,
/
wood
masfer will run during
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
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the same day*
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’bree days before planting, j duty to execute the law of 1831 for th® m
-------Pfe
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rtiea,y potatoes than can ! corporation oi that town.-ls this enforcinJ
• containing'^
'n-y other way are produced ; and the laws ‘ as he understands them ?0 |i
Sheet,
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----------upon
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assen
* Freight
willreceived
be received
on ac-• g,ers
Freight
will be
on ac^rms and carefully attended to.
&7
PP'y to E
vvfrei
fre,^
»bt or
or passage a
apply
Ezekiel
zekiel
Wormwood, at his store in Kennebunk, or
- board, at Capt. Daniel

Kennebunk, April 15, 1839.

tf.

I.
(Muscovado) Molasses, just
received by
'X~e.'Ved rt general assortment of
ENGLISH^ FRENCH and AMERI
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
CAN DRY GOODS. Also, GROCERIESKennebunk, April 6, 1839.
CROCKERY, GLASS and HARD WARE*.
Also, Ladies’ Kid and Morocco Shoes &c.
LACK SAND, for sale by
&c. which will be disposed of on very favor
D. REMICI!.
able terms for cash.
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
Kennebunk, April 6, 1839.
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^OW SPIRITS.—Low sph-ha
„
-J
_
certain state of the mind accompanied
accompen
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
ESTABLISHED IN 1751.
WILLIAM LORD & CO.
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
Jit a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
STANZAS.
Science should contribute to health.
jOTAVE just received a large assortment
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
within andfor the, County of York, on the first
Ths evening shadows falling fast,
Metbinka I’ve cast full twenty yea^s aside
JOI. of seasonable Goods. Among them Monday of April, in the year of our Cord And
medical writers supposed this disease to ba
Pourtray the close of life’s sad day ;
am again a hoy. Every breath '
are, Brown, Black, Blue, Mixed, Claret, Invis
confined to those particular regions of the ab
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the
They bring to mind the joyful past,
Of air that trembles through the window bears
ible Green and Drab Broadcloths ; Black,
domen, technically called hypochondria
Hont WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
Bright hours forever fled away.
Unusual
odor.
—
Proctor's
Mirancola.
Blue, Mixed, Slate, Drab, Brown and Fancy
Court :
But as they gently come to me,
PipHE unprecedented success which has which are situated on the right or left side oi
Cassimeres; Striped and Plain Sattinet ;
And curtain all the sunny air
N the petition of Tamson Smith, admin JL
resulted from the adoption of Bran- that cavity, whence comes the name hypo,
With night’s dark floating drapery,
Buckskin ; Doe Skin ; Erminett ; Wake
istratrix of the estate of Israel Smith, dretb’s Pills, during a period of upwards of 85 cbondriasis.
Then is tho hour for praise and prayer.
field Kersey ; Flannels ; Vestings; English, lata of Wuterborough, in said county, de- years, the numerous extraordinary cures
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal
French and American Prints ; Muslin de c|ase.T representing that the personal estate which they have performed upon hundreds symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
How pleasant, as the evening dies,
Laines ; White, Colored and Linen Cambric ; of said deceased is not sufficient to pay the
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, gp8g.
To fling upon its parting breath
Plain and Figured Muslins ; Bishop and just debts which he owed at the time of his of individuals whom they have rescued from modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal.
The Christian mourner’s heart felt sighs,
almost
inevitable
death
after
they
had
been
Long Lawn ; Russia Diaper ; Damask ; Ta death by the sum of one hundred and eightypitations, and often an utter inability of fixing
Religion’s bright and holy wreath 1
ble Covers ; Black, Brown and White Linen ; five dollars, and praying for a license to sell pronounced incurable by the most eminent of the attention upon any subject of importance
How sweet, when silent night is near,
the
faculty
—
warrants
the
proprietor
of
this
Silk and Cotton Cravats ; Silk Flag, Pongee., and convey so much of the real estate of said
or engaging in anything that demands vigor
And nature folds her arms to rest,
Bandanna, Cotton, Linen and Fancy Hand deceased as may be necessary for the pay Vegetable Universal Medicine, in warmly and or courage. Also languidness—the mind be
To feel a conscience calm and clear,
conscientiously
recommending
it
to
the
es

kerchiefs ; Silk and Cotton Velvet ; Gingham ment of said debts and incidental charges:
A heavenly peace within the breast!
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding,^],
pecial notice of the public.
Muslins; English and Scotch Ginghams;
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
Dr.
Brandretb
wishes
mankind
to
consider
Highland and Merino Shawls ; Laces ; Quill tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and
But when the hours are hastened on,
total derangement of the nervous system.—
As if they bore no message where
ings ; Edgings ; Ribbons ; Beks ; Kid, Silk, to all persons interested in said estate, by this truth, that health solely depends on the The mental feelings and peculiar train of
The spirits of the dead have gone,
Cotton and Pic nic Gloves; Hose ; Blue causing a copy of this order to be published state of purity in which the blood is kept, ev ideas that haunt the imagination and over
And only seem like idle air—
Black and Black Satin ; Silks, assorted col in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken ery pan of the body being supplied daily with whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di.
Ah I then the future bodes some ill,
ors ; Cords ; Braids ; Sewing Silk ; Twist; nebunk, in said county, three weeks suc new blood from the food consumed, conse versify. The wisest.and best of men areas
A heavy heart will meet it yet,
Linen and Cotton Tapes ; Rubber Braces; cessively, that they may appear at a Pro quently, according to the pureness of the open to this affliction as the weakest.
With ice upon its touch to kill ;
Gilt, Pearl and Lasting Buttons ; Linen and bate Court to be holden at York, in said blood, so must the state of the body be more
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of
Despair is on its signet set.
Colton Thread ; White and Colored Spools; county, on the first Monday in May next, or less healthy. To obtain, therefore, the treatment are to remove indigestion and
most direct purifier of the blood, is a question
Black
Ferret
;
Canvas
;
Padding
;
Duck
;
The evening shadows, silently
strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew of no little importance to every individual.
Furniture ; Wicking ; Warp Yarn, Nos. 6 to
Invite the soul to praise and prayer ;
its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
Thai
Brandreth
’
s
Pills
are
the
most
direct
18 ; Sheeting ; Shirtings ; Brown and Colored said petition should not be granted.
And as they in the distance die
purifiers of the blood, there will be no doubt ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con
Drillings ; Linen Drillings ; Tickings ; Knit
The morning brightens sweetly there—
Attest,
J
ohn Skeele, Register.
when it is considered that they have gained versation. The bowels (if costive) being care«
While hope’s rich visions calmly rise
ting Cotton ; White and Colored Worsted ;
A true oepy,—Attest,
their present very extensive sale by their own fully regulated by the occasional use of a
Beyond tHe realms of nature’s tomb,
Stay Lacings ; Selesia ; Check ; Rouen CasJ
ohk Sksbls;. Register.
We know nothing better
■Whereshadows never dim the skies,
intrinsic merit ; proved by the numerous cures mild aperient.
April 6.
,
? a
simere; Umbrellas ; Kid Slippers, &c. ¿fee.
The Christian’s unbeclouded home.
which they have accomplished in every vari calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm,
Groceries, Crockery,
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer
ety of diseases.
White, Brown and Loaf Sugars ; Rice ; Al « Court of Probate held ai Kennebunk,
tain in their operation. The bowels being
within
and/or
the
County
of
York,
on
the
first
Coroner’s Sale.
The
peculiar
action
of
these
pills
is
more
Old Hyson, Young Hyson, Fancy, Souchong,
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile
Monday
tn
Aprd,
in
the
year
our
Lord
York ss.—March 13, 1839.
surprising
;
their
operations
being
more
or
and Skin Teas , Refinea and Sperm Oil ; Cof
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the Hon. less powerful according to the pureness of the Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and ami*
AKEN on Execution, and will be sold fee ; Tobacco ; Bar and Shaving Soap ; Box
spasmodic) are an infallible remedy and
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
at Public Vendue on Saturday the elev Raisins ; Victoria Blacking ; Pork ; Brooms ;
circulating fluid. On a person in a fair state of
without dispute have proved a great blessing
OHN
ROBERTS,
Executor
of
the
will
enth day of May next, at two o’clock in the
health,
who
is
only
costive
or
slightly
bilious,
Nails ; Pails ; Mats ; Iron ; Steel ; Baltimore
of William Littlefield, late of Kenne they will be scarcely fek ; on the contrary, if to the numerous public.
afternoon, at the dwelling-house now occu Glass ; Fishing Lines ; Bed Cords : Mill and
Some physicians have recommended a
pied by Charles Brooks in Berwick, in said 3-4 Files ; Shoe Thread ; Japaned Jacket and
bunk, in said county, deceased, having prethe
 complaint be chronic, and the constitution
free use of mercury but it should not be recounty,—All the right in equity which Rich Stand Lamps: Hammers;
sented
his
second
account
of
adminis

be
much
deranged,
they
generally,
at
first,
are
Woodsaws;
ard Eastman of Berwick aforesaid, yeoman, Tea Trays ; Brass Cattle Cards; Curry tration of the estate of said deceased powerful, until the system be freed from some sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag
gravate the symptoms.
has to redeem the following described real es Combs: Handled Garden Rakes ; Handled for allowance :
of its most vitiated aud turgid humors. This qpHE DIFFERENCE.-It cannotbede*
tate, with the buildings thereon, to wit: a cer Hoes; Iron and Steel Shovels; Forks ;
ORDERED—That the said Executor accomplished, doses sufficient to cause two or JL nied that whilst many medicines
tain tract or parcel of land situate in Berwick Knives and Forks ; Plated and Iron Spoons ; give notice to all persons interested, by three copious evacuations daily, will soon re
aforesaid, and is hounded southerly, by land of Glass Lamps ; Washbowls ; Edged and causing a copy oi this order to be published move the disease, and the constitution will be which are recommended to the public, have
Bartlett & Cogswell; westerly and northerly Printed Plates ; Nappies ; Dishes ; Bowls ; three weeks successively in the Kennebunk •restored to a state of health and renewed not even the negative merit of harmlessness,
there are others which it would be great inby land of the Great Falls Manufacturing Com Mugs ; Creams ; Sugars ; Fancy and Printed Gazette, printed at Kennebunk in said coun vigor.
justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in
pany and easterly by the Sullivan road, so call Teas ; Castors ; Black and Fancy Tea Pots ; ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
These Pills are recommended by thousands
ed—containing half an acre more or less.—The Pitchers, &c. &c. &c.
to be held at Saco, in said county, on of persons whom they have cured of Con volve, untried, in a common condemnation,
And when a medicine comes endorsed with
above described premises are under a Mort
the
first
Monday
of
June
next,
at
Kennebunk, April 6, 1839.
sumption, Influenza, Colds, Indigestion, Dys
gage Deed to Bartlett & Cogswell, dated Nov
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew pepsia, Headache, Pains, and a sense of full all the great names that have adorned the
ember 28th, 1837, to secure the payment of rglHE UNIVERSAL ESTIMATION in cause, if any they have, wby the same should ness in the back part of the head, usually the annals of the medical profession, and nan
ranted by the seal and signature of long and
which the celebrated LIFE PILLS not be allowed.
three hundred forty-two dollars and eighty- Jsymptoms of the apoplexy, Jaundice, Fever uniform success, its proprietor makes no uh*
cna cents, in one year from date, with interest and PHENIX BITTERS are held, is satis
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
and Ague,bilious, typhus, and commonFevers reasonable demand upon the public confh
A true copy,—Attest,
after. Also a Mortgage Deed to Andrew factorily demonstrated by the increasing de
of all kinds, Asthma, Gout, Rheumatism, ner deuce, when he claims for it a superior con
John Skeele, Register,
Hill and Frederick Beach, dated December mand for them in every State and section
vous diseases, Liver complaints, Pleurisy, in sideration.
April fl.
4tht 1837, to secure the payment of a note ot the Union, and by the voluntary tes
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
dated on or .-.bout the first day of May, 1837, timonials to their remarkable efficacy which Jit a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, ward weakness, depression of the spirits, Rup
tures, Inflammation, sore Eyes, Fits, Palsy, Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this
are every where offered. It is not less from
fur two hundred dollars with interest.
within andfor the County of York, on the Dropsy, Small Pox, Measles, Croup, Coughs,
enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au
Conditions and other particulars made a deeply gratifying confidence that they are
first Monday in Jipnl, in the year of Whooping Cough, Quinsy, Cholic, Cholera thority in existence condemns it, every medi
the means of extensive and inestimable good
known at the time and place of sale.
our Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, Morbus, Gravel, Worms, Dysentary, Deaf
among his afflicted fellow creatures, than
MARK E. MARSHALL, Coroner.
by the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge ness, ringing noises in the Head, King’s Evil, cal practitioner that is acquainted withit
freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues,
from interested considerations, that the pro
Berwick, March 13. 1839.
of said Court:
Scrofula, Erysipelas or St. Anthony’s Fire, and that the latter should do so in opposition
prietor of these pre-eminently successful
ILLIAM
GORDON,
guardian
of
John
Salt Rheum, White Swellings, Ulcers, some of
Sheriff’s Sale.
medicines is desirous of keeping them con
Lewis, of Kittery, in said county, a thirty years standing, Cancers, Tumors to their personal interests, must be attributed
v
orz
Fin A KEN on execution and stantly before the public eye. The sale of
either to their candor and love of truth, or io
spendthrift, deceased, having presentedswelled
his
York, ss.... J
wjl) be sokJ at PubIic Auc_
feet and legs, Piles, Costiveness, all their unwillingness to fly in the face ofall ob<
every additional box and bottle is a guaran second account of guardianship ol his said
eruptions of the Skin, frightful Dreams, Fe serration, and the testimony of thousands.
lion on Saturday the twentieth day of April, tee that some person will be relieved from a ward for allowance :
male Complaints of every kind, especially ob
A. D. 1839, at two o’clock in the afternoon, greater or less degree of suffering, and be
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that
ORDERED—That the said guardian structions, relaxations, &c.
at my store in Kennebunk, all the right in improved in general health ; for in no ease
his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure ail disgive
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
caus

The thousands who use and recommend eases. He frankly aud conscientiously ad
equity which Abner Fisk, Jun. has to re of suffering from disease can they be taken
deem the*farm on which he now lives, situa in vain. The proprietor has never known ing a copy of this order to be published these Pills, is a proof positive of their extra mits that they will not. He Jays no claim io
three
weeks
successively
in
the
Kenne

ted in Wells, in said county, with the build nor been informed of an instance in which
ordinary and beneficial effects. They in fact the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,"
ings thereon ; the same being under the en they have failed to do good. In the most bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in assist nature, to do all she can in the curing and wishes nobody to believe that he sells
said
county,
that
they
may
appear
at
a
Pro

cumbrance of a mortgage.
of every form and symptom of the one only the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and ha
obstinate cases of chronic disease, such as bate Court to
be held at York, in
A. WARREN, D. Sheriff.
chronic dyspepsia, torpid liver, rheumatism, said county, on the first Monday of May disease, to which the human frame is sub does believe, and he can prove, that in debil
Kennebunk, March 18,1839.
asthma, nervous and bilious head-ache, cos next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, ject, namely—impurity of the blood, or in ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
other words, an impure state of the fluids.
tiveness, piles, general debility, scrofulous
shew cause, if any they have, why the Ihese Pills do indeed 1 assist Nature’ to all diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di
Furniture & Feather Ware swellings and ulcers, scurvy, salt rheum, and and
gestive organs, in incipient consumptions,
same
should
not
bo
allowed.
house.
she can do for the purification of the human whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
all other chronic affections of the organs and
Attest,
J
ohn Skeele, Register.
kody ; yet there are numerous persons whose dreadful debility occasioned by the used
membranes, they effect cures with a rapidity
A true copy—Attest,
cases are so bad, and whose bodies are so purgatives ; in palsy, iheumatism, |more es
ildreth & ayres would inform and permanency which few persons would
John Skeele, Register.
much debilitated, that all that can reasonably pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth
the inhabitants of Kennebunk and theoretically believe, but to which thousands
April 6.
be expected is temporary relief, nevertheless ers, and to females of relaxed nerves; in ev
vicinity that they have taken the store have
in testified from happy experience. In
^dt
a
Court
of
Probate
held
al
Kennebunk,
with

colds
and
coughs,
which,
if
neglected,
su

soma who have commenced using the Pills ery case of deiiriutn tremens, or that disease
Kennebunk, formerly occupied by Timothy
in and for the County tf York, on thefirst under the most trying circumstances of bodi which is brought on by intemperance; in
Frost, adjoining Mr. Kimball’s carriage man perinduce the most fatal diseases of the
Monday tn April, in the year of our Lord ly a®1.ctioD» when almost every other reme the wretched horrors of mind and body which
ufactory, where they will keep a good assort lungs, and indeed of the viscera in general
eighteen hundred and 'thirty-nine, bn the dy had been altogether unavailing, have been accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap
ment of Furniture and Feathers, consisting these medicines, if taken but lor three or
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said restored to health and happiness by their petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the
of bureaus, sofas, tables, secretaries, common four days, never fail. Taken at night, they
Court r
use.
J
so promote the insensible perspiration, and
fancy, cane seat and mahogany chairs.
head, limbs or side, hi corrupt, sallow, and
AVID HAYES, administrator of the es
so relieve the system of febrile action and
Kennebunk, Dec. 14, 1838.
uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
feculent obstructions, as to produce a most
tate of Reuben Haye^, late of Ber
state of the fluids—-in all these cases, and in
Carriage Manufactory.
wick, in said County, deceased, having preIn Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould •
delightful sense of convalescence in the
others mentioned in the biffs of directions
morning; and though the usual symptoms sented his second account of administration
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck, given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY,
ofa cold should partially return during the of the estate ofsaid'deceased for allowance : —Sub Agent, Seleucus Adams ;
that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in
ORDERED—That the said administrator
day, the repetition of a suitable dose at the
Lyman, William Huntress;
terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT
next hourof bed-time will almost invariably give notice to all persons interested, by caus
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne;
FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which
effect permanent relief, without further aid. ing a copy of this order to be published three
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets;
are sold with them, will effect immediate re
Their effect upon fevers ofa more acute and weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
Emery’s Miffs, Aaron Webber;
lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial
violent kind is not less sure and speedy, if ta zette, printed at Kemiebunkf in said county,
Acton Conner, Stephen Merrill ;
a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
ken in proportionable quantity ; and persons that they may appear at a Probate Court to
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
a doubt by daily testimonies which would
retiring to bed with inflammatory symptoms
at York, in suid county, on the
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr.W.
C. W. KIMBALL
of the most alarming kind, will awake with first Monday ot May next, at lea of the
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs :
EVANS can conscientiously request confi
clock
in
the
forenoon,
and
shew
cause
t
if
aiiy
OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken the gratifying consciousness that the fierce
Weffs, Joseph Wilson;
dence.
nebunk and vicinity, that he has ta enemy has been overthrown, and can be ea they have, why the same should not be al
Other and more conclusive demonstration»
°Sun(luii» Barak Maxwell, John It.
sily subdued.
In the same way, visceral lowed.
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining
Spear;
of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Caraomih
Attest, John Skekle. Register.
Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly turgescence, iho’ long established, and visce
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free- Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are
A true copy—Attest,
occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it ral inflammations, however critical, will yield
man ;
submitted by the following important and ex
,
Skeele, Register.
up in good order for the above named busi —the former to small and the latter to large
York, Alexander Dennett;
traordinary cures effected by their highly
April 6.
ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG doses of the Life Pills ; and so also hyster
York Comer, Samuel Douglass :
medicinal qualities—ail of which may be
GONS, of any sty le, built to order and war ical affections, hypocondriaeism, restless At a Court of Probate held al Kennebunk, with
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’Medical office. No,
ness, and very many other varieties of the
ranted.
—also—
in andjor the County of York, on ths first
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
7, Division street. One or two of these hi
Chaise Impairing & Painting, Neurotical class of diseases, yield to the effi Monday of April, in the year oj our Lord Limerick, John Sanborn ;
herewith respectfully gives to & discrimina
cacy
of
the
Phenix
Bitters.
Full
directions
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the
done at short notice aud on the most reasona
Newfield-Dam’s Miffs, Caleb R. Ayer, ting public.
for
the
use
of
these
medicines,
aud
showing
ble terms.
—also—
Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES. Judge of P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
Dr. W. EVANS—Si? j Be pleased to receive tU
said Court:
°
SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to their distinctive applicability to different
Farsonsfield,Asa Dolton; North do., Milo thanks of one who has been a great eufferer for levcomplaints,
accompany
them
;
and
they
can
the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly
N -the petition ot Elizabeth Clark, ad J. Goss;
eral years, for the great benefit she has received fro»
the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Fill».
on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be be obtained, wholesale and retail, at 367
ministratrix of the estate of Edward
Cornish, John McLellan ;
has suffered with pain and distress in the head, aligbiBroadway,
where
numerous
certificates
of
purchased in this State. Various kinds of
Clark, late oi Wells, in said county, deceasLimington, James McArthur;
ness across the stomach, shortness ®f breath, and palpi
their unparalleled success are always open to ed, representing that the personal estate oi
LUMBER taken in part payment.
Waterborough, James Leavett.
tation of the heart; exercise would almost overcome
inspection.
March 28, 1838.
said deceased is not sufficient to pay the just
Agents for York, Cumberland and Lincoln her j but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, het
For additional particulars of the above debts which he owed at the time of his death
complaints
are removed—she is able to exercise withCounties will be supplied hereafter from Mr.
medicines, see Moffat’s 4 Good Samaritan,’ a by the sum of eight hundred dollars, and
out fatigue, aud she is happy to say can now
S. H. Colesworthy, Portland.
life comfortably again.
copy of which accompanies the medicines ; praying for a license to sell and convey so
HE subscriber having contracted with
JOHN O. LANGLEY,
I
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third Si. N- Y-,
copy can also be obtained of the different much oi the real estate of said deceased, as
Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 yean I
the town of Kennebunk, to support aAgents
Only
authorized
travelling
Agent
for
the
who have the medicines for sale.
may be necessary for the payment of said
have been so unwell that 1 was unable to attend 1»
the poor of said to wn for one year, hereby
State of Maine.
French, German, and Spanish directions debts and incidental charges :
my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was coalb
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
Kennebunk, Feb. 10,1838.
51
ed lo my room t my complaints were rheumatism, pab
o
a
.2
„
obtained
on
application
at
the
office,
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per-, ■367 Broadway.
in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
notice thereof to. the heirs of said deceased,
sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
continual pain and dizziness in my head; I used differ
List of* Letters
(T?3 Al I postpaid letters will receive im and to all persons interested in said estate,
ent kinds of medicine without effect, until 1 commenced
of said town on his account or on account of mediate attention.
by causing a copy of this order to be Remaining in the Post-Office at Kennebunk, taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient PiUfi
the town, as he wiH pay no bill for their
Maine,
March
31,1839.
Sold wholesale and retail by WM. B. published in the
their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who kne*
Kennebunk Gazette,
support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
my situation. Ina few days 1 shall be at your ofliw
MOFFAT, 367 Broadway, New York. A printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three
A. B.C. D. E. F. G.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1838.
ly
express my gratitude to you in person. In be
liberal deduction made to those who pur weeks successively, that they may appear at
AMUEL ANDERSON, Abel M. Bryant, to
mean time I subscribe myselfyour obedient servant,
chase to sell again.
r
Mrs. Sally Brown, Miss Louisa M.
a Probate Court to be holden at York,
of Letters
B.S. JARVIS, 13 Centresi,
Bourne,—William Cole,—Joshua Day, Miss•Dr. Wm. Evans.
in
said county, on the first Monday in
Agent—Daniel Remich, Kennebunk.
Remaining in the Post- Office at Kennebunk
The Life Medicines may also be had of May next, at ten oi the clock in the Eliza Donnell,—Benj. T. Emery,—Isaac Fur
He therefore need only add that bl»
port, April 1, 1839.
the principal druggists in every town forenoon, and shew cause, if any they bish, Amos Ficket.
CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together wiib.
A. B. C. D. E. F. G. H. L.
his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
H. I. J. K. L. M.
OBERT BENSON, Jr.-Isaac Downing, throughout the United States and the Cana have, why the prayer of said petition
James Hough, George Hardwick.—George PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail,
—William Emery,—Capt. William Huff; das. Ask for Moffat’s Life Pilis and Phe- should not be granted.
W. Kimball, Samuel Kimball,—William at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
Joseph Hutchins, Jr.,—James Littlefield,
r1 n ¿!ers ’ and be sure lhat a iac si«n}e of
A true copy,—Attest,
Lord, Theodore Littlefield, Mrs. Ruth Lunt, New York, and of hie authorised agents in
John Moffat’s signature is upon the label of
William Leach.
each bottle of bitters or box of pills.
a
John Skeele, Register.
-“Bev. Elias McGregory, 2, W. Millar, James town and country.
M. N. O. P. T. W.
April 6.
Mitchel, Stephen D. Martin.
Miss Olive Miller, 2,—Mrs. Olive Nason,—
J. H. JONES corner of Middle and UnioB
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
Mrs. Sarah Peabody, Alpheus Peabody, Arstreets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine,
ERDS GRASS, Clover and Red top
NOTICE.
William Newell,—John Parsons, Newell where persons may apply for sub-Agencies.
therProt,—-Miss Arm Walcot, Mrs. Sarah E.
Seeds, for sale by
su^scr^er having contracted with Page,—Benj. Smith, Isaac Smith, Eleazer
Webber.
15 Letters.
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk 1
„
,
,
WILLIAM
LORD
&
Co.
the town of Lyman, to support the Soesman, Frederick Stephens, Miss Sally James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, NOLIVER BOURNE, P. M.
Kennebunk, April 6, 1839.
paupers of said town for one year, hereby S. Sands, Widow Jane Stone.
Yarmouth ; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston;
gives notice that he has made suitable provis
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wash'
ce
ion
for
their
support,
and
hereby
forbids
all
James
Taylor,
Joseph
Thompson,
Miss
LL persons are hereby notified not to har
burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, HalloweOl
bor or trust any one of iny family on persons harboring or trusting said paupers on Betsey G. Tripp,—Timothy Varney,—Dan Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Mi fieri ® ,
his
account
or
on
account
of
the
town
of
Ly

ASH given for CALF SKINS by
iel Wise, Nathan Wheeler, Mrs. Mary S. town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Satn1|m
my account, as 1 shall pay no debts contract
man, as he will pay no bills of their epntract- Wakefield, Miss Sarah Webber.
RALPH CURTIS.
ed by them.
EDWARD NASON.
Jackson & Co. Belfast; Barkes Neal, Wis
ingJOHN
MURPHY.
Kennebunk, March 22, 1839.
39 Letters.
Kennebunk-port, March 27,1839.
casset ; Henry Hyde, Batb.
Lyman, March 27,1839.
JAMES OSBORN, P. M.
February 18,1837,
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